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I. BACKGROUND: THE-COMMISSION ON LIBRARIANSHIP

The Commission on LibrarianshiOt Stanford was created in May, 1.972,

by David C. Weber,"Direttor of University Libraries, with the

encouragement of the Stanford University, ybrarians Ass6Ciation (SULA)

and the. University Library Council. tts charge was.

) to examine the role an"dstafus of librarians at'thekUniversity,
//- including:'

professjonal relationships within the University,.
mans of facilitating the effective use of librarians,
suitable recognition of the services' of librarians to the

community,
aspects of appointment, promotion and pei.guisites,
involvement of librarians in formal and informal teaching;
.,and other aspects of their working environment.

In addition, the Commission was to consider "the question of the most

effective fOrum or organization through whichlibrarians cern, as
r

individuals,and as a university professional groups share in concern for-

and contribution to higher education, research, and institutional

governance and development" (1).

The Commission was intended to be representative of all librarians at

Stanford. It initially comprised five men and seven women,- reflecting

the male/female ratio in the libraries (2), and representing all ranks,

1) See Appendix I for the charge..

2) There are 77 women librarians and 42 men librarians in, all the
libraries at Stanford, excludinqpdirectors and, in the case of the
Hoover Institution, faculty members who serve as curators.
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years of experience, job assignments and responsibilities. Professional

werience ranged from less than one tb more than thirty-five years.

Job assignments spanned reference, cataloging and acquisitions in

undergraduate, graduate, branch and coordinate librar4es.

Responsibilities -ranged from those of a beginn g professional to those ,

of a senior administrator. Educational baCkgrounds also varied. All

members of.the Commission had a bacheqr's degree in a 'supject field and,

.a profpssional degree in libarianship; some had graduate subject

degrees, master's or doctorate, or were working toward such degrees.

Ten members were from the University Libraries and two were from the -1

`Coordinateybraries. Of the original twelve members of the Commission,

two resigned: one du to, illness; the other due'ue to early retirement.

/

One replacement was ppointed (3). .

There haye been three phases of the Commission's investigation:'
.t .

During the first phase of investigation, the Comrission formed two

subcommittees: the Role of the Library and the Librarian, and the

Recognition pf the Library and -the Librarian: Each subcommittee

undertook an exhaustive literature search and 'engaged in investigative

discussions which were developed intwa questionnaire probing various

9

3)Since the Commission began several members have ffeen promoted: to

Librarian II, Janice M. Lane (1974); to Librarian I1i., Robert H.
Breyfogle (1973); and to Librarian IV, Jean L. Finch (1973), Sandra K.
Korn (1974), and Frederick C. Lynden (1973). Carol Turner transferred

to Technical Information Services andthen to Government Documents.
8 April Stenzel and Jack Plotkin resigned duPing the first year of the

Commission'. .Peter Stangl was appointed as a replacement, but .

unofficially withdrew. Coral.ia Serafim resigned from the Hoover
Institution irNeptember, 1974, although she continued to contribute to

this report. See also Appendix I.

6
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aspects of librarianship at Stanford (4). Another questionnaire was

developed and 'sent to selected academic and\resedrch libraries

,throughout thc. United Statei in an attempt to gather detailed

te,
(

information concerning, the library community (5). The results of these

trio questionnaires were tabulated, and the Commission then called a

meeting for all librarians at Stanford to discuss the data obtained from
4

the questionnaire -wand to inform the staff of the future plans of the

Commission.

In early.197S.. the Commission divided into five study groups, each

responsible .for a specific area of librarians(i ip: library instruction;

peer review; library organization; definition, classification, and

criteria for appointment and promotion; and salaries. ° Each study group

reviewed the pertinent literature, sent questionnaireS,to other

institutions (6), and examined the situation of librarian,and other

professionals atcStanford ust and present, in relatiOn to its.topic.

Individual reports, summarizing findings and making recommendations,

were then compiled. Throughout this phase the Commission often met in a

committee of the whole to discuss various aspects of_ the itudy,groups'

investigations. During December, 1973, and January, 1974, the

Commission distributed working papers which were summaries of study

4) The Stanford Librarians' Ouestionnaire.was distributed in November,

1972. See Appendix III. ,

5) See Appendii

6) See the.Peer Review Questionnaire and the Library Organization

Questionnaire in Appendices V. and VI.

S
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group reports and invited all Stanford libririans'to discuss these'

papers in a series of open meetinis.

p

Alm, The last period of the Commission's work, leading to the preparation
gimp_

of the final report, began in Febhary, 1974. Data gathered in the two

earlier phases were restudied, updated, and in some cases tabulated for

succinct presentation as appendices to the repOrt. The 'most logical

organization of the material became the subject of continuing debate.
!

'As consensus on the report's final form began to emerge, the

'responsibility for the writing of its constituent parts was assigned

either to individual members or subgroups of two or three persons. Some

of these papers drew heavily upon earlier working reports and their

constructive criticisms by the assembled professional staff of the

raries and by individual readers in.the library administration. The

necessity of treating additional aspects of librarianship becdhe

apparent only in this stage of the Commistion's existence, and papers on

them had to be prepared on the basis,oif additibnal research. Much time

was expended also in criticizing and revising each'paper as it' was

presented at Commission meetings, -and in adjusting the separate papers

to the total repbrt. By ibis process, however, the completed docuTent

has become in fact the joint effort of the Commission and its members'

mutual responsibility.

In fUlfilling its charge, the Commission has concentrated upon the

role and status of librafians at, ttanfordi_guided by the belief that

appropriate recognitioh of the services of librarianS-011 enable them
I

to contribute more effectively toward the goals of the University.

8
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Prqservation of knowledge, according to the report of the Committee on

>' the","-Professoriate (7), is the major function of the library in the

university. Equally important is access to the'collection, which can

best be achieved throu -thefull utilization of the librarians'

professional skills.

The changes which have occurred in'both the general library world and

Stanford's educational environment make it incumbent upon librarians at

Stanford to reevaluate the quafqty and relevance of their services to

the University community, Two extensive reviews of education at

Stanford (i.e., Study of Education at Stanford, Study of Graduate

.

Education at Stanford), as well as'a-trend 'toward interdisciplinary

studies, have substantially affected the services the libraries must.,

provide. New services. are requi.red and some old services are no longer

necessary.' The rapid growth of the libraries at Stanford to their
e

current position of eighth in- size of coTlections among the academic

libraries of the nation, along with the greater variety of materials

microforms, video tapes, sound recordings) with the attendant
0

complexities of handling them, has also led to a reexamination of,

library services.

Same changes in services have already occurred.' Stanford has

signifjcantly.tontributed towardiimproved access tc library materials

through the development of a computer-produced book catalog for the J.

Henry Meyer Memorial Library and of Project BALLOTS (Bibliograpjlit

7) Stanford University: Committee on the Professoriate at Stanford.
-Report ' (Stanford: 1974), p.39 .

f

9'
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Automation of Large Library Operations using a. Time-sharing System), the

automation of the Library's technical services using on-line files. In

addition, Stanford has strengthened its collection development program

by the compilation of A comprehensive selection guide? the creation of a

staff ofcurators, and the adoption oa strong affirmative'statement on

intellectual freedom in the library.

Every activity of the librarian is -ultimately directed' toward serving

faculty, students, and other scholarly researchers.,Jhe objective of

superior service can best be achieved through the realization of the

\prOfessional role of the librarian and the effective utilization of
71

librarians' special talents Andllskills. Further improvement in

services can be attained by establishing a Librarians' Assembly, which

will maintain professional standards and encourage more effective

communication between librarians and their clientele,wider the

a

41.

protection of intellectual freedom.
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II. THEPEIMARY) RECOMMENDATION: LIBRARIANS' ASSEMBLY

The Librarians' Assembly is the single most important recommendation

to come from this study. i4hile there currently exists a librarians'

organization (SIJLA), the Commission believes that a Ltbrarians'

Assembly, whose membership automatically encompasses all librarians and

which works in close cooperation with the libraries' administrations for

the development of the profession; will provide,an effective unifying

force for librarians. The improved communication and involvement of-

librarians in all aspects of library operations at Stanford.are

necessary to give meaning to librarianship within the university

environment ...Land) for action that will achieve a suitable working

environment for )ibrarians"_(8).

Because the Librarians' Assemblyis referred to'throughout this

report, we have described it here, leaving the supporting arguments of

partic6laraspects of the Assembly for later development.

RECOMMENDATION 1

A Librarians' Assembly should be created which would automatically

incllide in its membership all professionals employed at Stanford in the

". 8) See the Charge to the Commission on Librarianship at Stanford in
Appendix I.

V

a
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Librarian or Library Director s ies. Other professional

classifications inthe librar es may be admitted as members_ of the

Assembly upon.recommenHatirn of its Executive Board anNipproval by the

Assembly.

I. PURPOSES OF THE ASSEMBLY:

ye

A. To increase communication among librarians of the University.

B. provide a forum for discussion and exploration of'issues of

concern to librarians.

C. To provide all librarians in the various libraries Of the

University with a regular and effective means of participating .

in the formulation of policies anal procedures which affeCt the

role and recognition of librarians.

D. To discuss and make recommendations in Or following areas.to

the chief administrative officers of the Libraries of the

University:

1. Appointments, promotibns, grievances, and secktrityOf

emplbyment.

2. Librarians' welfare and, development.

3. Library policy -lid planning.

4. Selection and development of collections.

. 5. Public services.

6. Technical services.

t. To,represenc the library to the Academic Council of the

University in order that librarians may participate more
4

actively ip the goVeroance of the University.

Z

4

ro.
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II. EXECUTIVE BOARD:

A. The Executive Board of the Librarians' Assembly shoUld he

elected by the Assembly.

B. All members of the Executive Board should be elected for

twe-year terms with one-half of the Board elected for a-one-year

, term when the Assembly is begun.

C. No one in the Library Director series
.c

election to the Board.

OigiLle for
).

D. The Executive Board should include mandatory representation of

librarians from the Coo6dinate Libraries.

E. Functions of the Executive Board:

I. To can and conduct meetings of the Assembly.

2. To set the agenda for the ',Jetings of the Assembly.

3,' To establish ad hoc committees and appoint members to both

standing. end ad 4o6 committees.

4. To serve as an advi-sory oard to the Director of Libraries

and the chief administrative offs Of the Coordinate.

Libraries. All Afsembly and committee recommendations

should be transmitted to the Director of Libraries and ; =

chief administrative officers through the Executive Board.

5. To propose and develop bylaws.

F. The Executive Bbard should meetat least once a month and

conduct the business of the Assembly between its general

meetings.

r,
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III. FUNDING:

The University Libraries and the Coordinate Libraries should cover

basis:and necessary operating expenses of the Assembly on a

pr al' basis! Members should not be required to pay dues, and

all meetings and Assembly business could be conducted on library

time.

IV. MEETINGS:

A. The Librarians' Assembly should meet at least once every

quarter. Special meetings should be called by the Executive

Board, or as a result of a petition signed by 25% of the
A

Assembly, or at the request of the University Library Council.

B. The Director of University Libraries and the chief

admiriistrative officers of the Coordinate Libraries should

annually repOrtto the Assembly on the state of the libraries.

C. The Executive Board should submit a written agenda for the

general meetings of the Librarians' Assembly to the membership

at least two working days in advance of the meeting.

V. COMMITTEES:

A. The Assembly should establish the following standing 6ommitt6S:

The Committee on,Appointment, Promotion, and Security of

Fmrloyment should participate in the selection and

appointment process for librarians, and establish and

administer a peer review system for promotions and for

security of employment.*

ft
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2. The Committee on Professional Dev lopment should be

'concerned with coordination ofAtaff development actiyieties,

among all the campus libraries. This committee should

devise a uniform policy of staff development for

professionals, disseminate'inforMation on staff

development, and make recommendations on requests for

profession,;1 leaves and travel funds.

3. The Committee'on Public anti Technical Services should

review on a regular 'basis the utilization of staff, and

the goals and objectives of public sand technical service

units-, recommending 'improvement of services based upon this

review; and coordinate public and technical service

activities of the campus libraries.

4. The Committee on Library Instruction should supervise and

coordinate an effective program of library instruction for

all of Stanford's libraries.

5. The Committee on Committees should review the standing

committees each year, consider recommendations for new

standing committees, and propose appointments to

committees.

B. The Assembly may recommend the creation of special and ad hoc

committees to the Executiie Board. These recommendations should

be referred to the Committee on Committees.
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VI. POWERS OF THE ASSEMBLY:

All recommendations of the Assembly shguld be considered advisory.

The final power to change policies And procedures remains with the,

University and the library administrations. It is the intention of

the Commission that the Assembly encourage active participation of

all librarians in the decision making processes of the libraries in

order to give them a dote in the determination of policies which

affect their role as professionals.

-1.I
it'3
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III. RESPONSIBILITIES AND FUNCTIONS OF STANFOZD LIBRARIANS

Librarians are specialists in information science and collection

13

management. "The librarian's responsibility is to be academically

informed, to be-one' who studies the advances in his profPssion and

provides the finest postible service to his institution, to make the

library a genuine teaching agency, and to be one who is deeply

interested and involved in the entire instructional and research process

of his institution" (9). tiP

The librarians at.Stanford are professionals currently holding the

rank of "Librarian" or "'Library Director." They constitute only 30% of

the total library staff. Most have gradwated from an accredited library

school and hold a Master of Library Science (MLS) degree or its

equivalent. About a third hold additional master' or doctorate degrees

. ih subject fields Other than librarianship. Because half,the collection.

is not in English, they have in the aggregate a competence in over 50'

languages.

Librarians nave major responsibiltties in collection development,

bibliographical control, public service, and library instruction. Their

ultimate objectives in acquiring, preserving, organizing, and managing

9) Weber, David C.. "An Approach to the Academic Status/of
Librarians.' California Librarian 29 (1968), p.140-1.
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library materials are to facilitate accef,c to them and to provide

concomitant bibliographical services. ,A complex of abilities is needed
1

for effective perfOrmance in each of these areas.

4

A. COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

This area of librarianship is strongly dependent upon effective

communication between librarians and faculty; the4faculty has a

responsibility to inform the library of materials ,needed for current and

projected research and teaching, while librarians have the

responsibility of maintaining an equitable and consistent growth of the

collections and infdrming the ficUltY of the direction.of and

constraints upon the collections' development. This interchange is

especially essential and'beneficial as research materials become more

, complex in their'format and their retrieval. In times of growing

financial restraints the competition for Universkey -Hind's and the

shrinking value of the dollar combine -to make the selection of library

materials more difficult and challenging. Librarians then must make 1.

judgments weighing the cost of each potential acquisition with its

desirability. This requires a knowledge of the goals of;the University,

and of the areas in which Stanford has traditionally Mtintained strong

collections. Librarians whb select materials require competence in 0

particular subject areas and an ability to ascertain and firrgaps in

. the general collection.. . In addition, they need to be aware of the

world -wide availability of print and nonprint materials and to develop

and manage University hook funds for the greatest growth and strength of

the libraries' collections.
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This area of librarianship is principally concerned with pr %riding

access to the collections through the organization and contro of

/--
Materials. The librarians' experti"se is demonstrated in int preta,tions

and judgments that best drganize the materials for access arld

administration. The catalog, regardless of its format, is often the

first point of consultation for the use of the library's holdihgs, and

V it is,the responsibility of the librarian to supervise its maintenance

t., for maximum effectiveness: .Qualifications for catalogers include 1a

knowledge of the subject(s) orthe materials to be processed and of the

linguage(s) of their texts, a recognition of the significant features of

bibliographic description and identification, a mastery Of international

cataloging principles necessary for the 3,:rnsistent integration of

materials in Stanford's catalogs and in natibnal and other.

bibliographies, and an ability to utilize automation for bibliographic

`control.

The sharing of bibliographic infohmation has been growing since the

turn of the century when the Library of Congress began to make its

cataloging data available to the public. In,a large qvarch library

bibliographic information for more thin half the materials. acquired is

thus readily available from reliable sources (10). These materials are

therefore processed by the clerical support staff, leaving the

professional only those materials which require viginally created

10) e.g., The National Union Catalog, the Catalog of the British
Museum, Library of Congress Catalog - Books: Subjects.

19
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cataloging. transmitting copies of all original cataloging to the
.

Library of Congress, libraria4 create in turn the National Union

Catalog, the single most valuable bibliographical apparatus in this

country. The advent of machine-readAble cataloging has increased this

shared use of national and even international information and is leading

to a greater utilization of the cataloger's talents.

C. PUBLIC SERVICE,

dr

PubliCservice includes the answering of'specific reference questions,

formal and informal instruction in the use of the library:and 411

preparation of bibliographies and guides published and distributed by

the library. Among the librarians at Stanford who have-direct public

service responsibilities are reference librarians and branch librarians.

-

`Reference service requires an ability to communicate clearly and to

interpretoprecisely the questions and information needs of library

users. It entails guidance to and provision of information, often from

beyond the'confines
a

of the local community or of libraries themselves,

through utilization of the librarians' skills, initiative, subject

expertise, and .knoWledge of reference materials, library collections,

computerized data banks and other sources. Librarians make a

distinction between "reference" questions which require such skills and

knowledge, and "information" questions which are locatiOnal or

"quick-answer." Librarians are concerned with the former; other staff

members are trained to handle the latter. It is not uncommon for public

service librarians at Stanford'to spend thirty minutes to an hour with
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students or faculty members, conducting research interviews and guiding.

them to relevant bibliographies, indexes and sources. Even't:,4 more

routine reference questions are opportunities to teach library skills:

Public service does not always require direct contact with library

users. Librarians use their subject knowledge and ibibliographical

expertise to prepare guides, collection survey's and other bibliographies

of materials in Stanford's

D. LIBRARY INSTRUCTION .

Librar,V instruction is usually described,as an extension of

traditional reference service, but some differences between the two

should be noted:. Reference is typically a departmental fuaction,
by

involving a particular group tf librarians. Library instructiori is

programmatic and draws its participants' from every unit of the library,

wherever the best teaching abilitiei are to be found. It affirms the

profAssional unity of all librarians. In addition, reference encounters

provide patrons with only'a fragmentary understanding of the library's

resources, whereas a course such as Library I is designed to provide as

comprehenllve a view as possible of the entire library system and the

most effective access to its collections. Reference service can have

the effect of assuring the pat'ron's continued dependence on librarians

for assistance, but the focus tf library instruction is always to

encourage the patron's se 1T-reliance through acquired knowledge.

Library instruction involves the librarian in classroom teaching, like

the faculty;. reference service only suggests the analogy.

-I t

1
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The need for a planned and coherent program of library instruction at

Stanford has developed with the growth and complexity of.library

resources and services and with the changing character of both the

curriculum and the student body.

The library colPections at Stanford grow at the rate of about 150,000

items a'year and now aggregate over four million books, journalsiand

reports, about two iillion manuscripts, 700,000'micrOffirms, 130,000

prints and pictures, 120,000' maps and 100,000 sound recordings. These

materials are dispersed in over thirty libraries Under the direction of
0

seven distinct library adminiStrations. in the interest of economy,

these units tend to be mutually exclusive in their collection

responsibilities. However, several libraries may have inZ.erests in

different facets of the same general subject, as in economics or

psychology. Research strategies may therefore have to be varied,

depending upon the subject matter under investigation, the medium in

which it has been published or otherwise preserved, and the library or

department ih which it is located., In overcoming these difficulties

experience has proved for many researchers to be an adequate, perhaps

even a good, teacher; but it is not the most efficient.

Paradoxically, as library research has grown more challenging more

students have electedor been required to undertake it. The trend in

undergraduate education, espectally, has been toward independent study

and research papers, in place ofhighly formalized lecture type Of

instruction with its insistence on prescribed reading and blue book

examinations. This Movement has been accelerated by the recommendations

.4

'1
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of the Study of Education at Stanford,"publshed in 1968. The emphasis

now is increasingly on the relevance ,of education to social issues and,

responsibilities, which require a broader sweep of learning through

'interschool, interdepartmental, and even'extradepartmental programs 8f

study. In a recent article on university libraries,'President Lyman has

drawn attention to this development: "the growth of new: combinations of

subject matter within courses ...candj the tendency to value iiidepeodent

study ...chab alerted research libraries to iheir3 greaterusage from

students now veering from the Reserve Book Room to the stacks, and the

.greater need for cross-referencing, both.in bibliogriphfic tools and by

skilled reference librarians" (11). Me recognizet.too that students

will need more help from librarians if they are to make\effective use of

the available collections, and that the Vmiversity has an obligation to

provide more funds. to this end.

The Stanford libraries have already made progress in providing a range

of instruction which includes orientation tours and presentations.by

librarians before special subject interest groups, and credit courses in

bibliography (12). But except for the Library I course in general

bibliography and library use, these courses seem n have come into being.

as a result of' the inspiration and enterprise of individual librarian&

and a few cooperative departments. Major departments, judged by the

number of their students, such as History, English, Economics, or

11) Lyman, Richard W. "New Trends in Higher Education: the Impact
on the Universityibrary." College and Research Libraries 33
(1972), p.300.

12) See listings under the heading "Librariesu- in Courses and
Degrees, Stanford University, issued annually.

41,1,1'1
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Psychology; are not represented in this group. What needs to be

developed, actively promoted, and)conscieRtiously coordinated is a

broader program of library instruction.

RECOMMENDATION 2

. A coherent and logically organized program of library instruction

should be developed by the Stanford Upiversity Libraries and the e

Coordinate Librariei. This program should be-supervised and coordinated

by a Library Instruction Committee representative of all the major

library units. Library I should b.e continued and vigorously promoted,

and instructors should.be drawn from all interested and qualified

librarians. The present involvement o# librarians' in departmental

teaching programs.shouid also be actively encouraged. For librarians

solely respdnsible for teaching a course, a minimum of 25% of their work

load should' be allocated to this important effort. Apportionate time

.
should be allocated-for team teaching. The ideal should be abroad

4

, range of instructional assignments, methods, and materials to insure the

most effective utilization of the library's resources by its patrons.

24
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E. GENERALIq/SPECIALIST

Librarians Who function effectively in a university setting may be

'tharacteriged as bothegeneralistvand specialists. Their primary

specialization,librarianship, "provides an integrated approach, to the

utilization bf knbW1pdge"'(13). In addition, there has beenan

increasing recognition in large and complex Ilbraries of the need for,

staff to posses's competence in anacademic discipline along with

demonstrated abilities in bbrarianshi0. Subject or area specialists,

familiar with the literature and research in a particular field and

adept in utilizing its bibliographic apparatus, provide superior-library

service. By combining knowledge of an academic discipline with the

professional skills of the traditional functions of: acquisition,

. cataloging, and reference, they facilitate spOalized library services

such as preparation of bibliographies, provision of in-depthresearch

assistance and formal ins0(mtion in subject bibliography courses. In

addition, the subject - specialist librarian, serving a\a link between
-

the libreriy and a department of instruction, is in a goodposition to

recognize and respond to new developments'and changing needs in that

department's research and, teaching.

Although they may possess a doctorate in a subject field, librarians'

contribute, most usefully to the university by functioning as generalitt5

in what is essentially a specialist's environment. This is both the

-

13) Harlow, Neal A. "The _Uncertain Librarian," as quoted by Carolyn
I. Whitenack in "The Changing Role of the Librarian and his-
Relationship to Educational Media." In Educational Media in
Libraries, edited by Carl H. Melinat. (Syracuse, N.Y.: 963).

d.)
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tof
librarian's gteatest problem and greatest strength (14). Even when

;

assigned ito.a lcific subject field, the librarian must be a generalist'

within that area. For example; the engineering librarian serves,a

school compbsed of faculty, research staff, and students, many of whom

are working in highly specialized areas, That librarian's 'specialty"'

cannot ,be limiteeto one or even several narrow subject areas but must

encompass the bibliographic apparatus of all of'engineering and related

fields.

The assumption of a generalist's posture by librarians is absolutely'

essential if thdklibrary is to meet the current and future needs of 'its

clientele by providing materials and services in both traditional

academic disciplines and the newer interdisciplinary studies progrsaMs:-

Ideally, every Stanford librarian should function as a generalist/

specialist. Developing and maintaining productive relationships with

faculty and evaluating and integrating current and potential library

resources and services should be primary responsibilities. The

designated specialty of some librarians cuts across disciplines (i.e.,

form specialties such as serials, government documents; manuscri.pts.,

etc.). Most librarians, however; should offer subject expertise as

their specialty and serve as library liaisons with individualo academic

departments. This kind of assignment would utilize'the unique Aills of

the professional librarian, foster better communication with faculty,

14) Christ, John M. "The Identity of Educational Librarians." In

Toward a Philosophy of Educational Librarianship. (Littleton, Col.:
Libraries Unlimited, 1972), p.112-25.

ti
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and i-nsure that the library is meeting the current and future research

needs of academic departments. It would require that there be adequate

support staff "Lo carry out the da'- to.day routine tasks of the libraries

and that librarians have a minimum number of scheduled desk and/or

office hours per week.

F. MANAGEMENT

It is the difficult task of the university library to combine the

elements of a service-oriented profession with those of a

production-oriented organization. In order to unify these dual

obligations and make them function well together, a large and complex

. library system such as Stanford's employs a diverse staff ranging frdm

clerical and technical support personnel to librarians and other

professionals (programmers, architects, financial managers, etc.).

Among these, the librarians are, by virtue of their training in

librarianship, in the best position to have a knowledge of the whole

range of library operations and an understanding of their

interrelationships. Individually and as a professional group, it is

they who are ultimately responsible for the library's success or failure

in meeting its goals.

to,

Bocav,e of this responsibility, it is essential that librarians

participate iri library decision making. The ramifications of an

administrative derision cannot be feiTseen without the input and

participation of those librarians who are immediately responsible for

the areas that will be affected by a decision. Furthermore, management
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experts in the field of business have long recognized that participation

is a sound method-for increasing productivity. "Participation tends to

increase commitment, commitment tends to heighten motivation, motivation

.

tends to make management work harder and more productively, and harden

and more ;_roductive work tends to enhance the company's prosperity;

therefore, participation is good" (15). Higher morale, improved

efficiency, and more effective decisions and planning can occur when all

librarians are given greater opportunity to participate in the decision

making process and the responsibility for carrying out those decisions

in areas that affect t eir work.

The rapid growth of the Stanford libraries during the last decade has

tended to decrease actual participatiOn by individual librarians in

decision making. As the libraries' administrative strata have grown,

more and more decisions have been made by top level administration

without effective input by librarians. Librarians frequently complain,

that they are consulted too late or only as a formality when decisions

affecting their work have already been made by the administration. In

*he Stanford Librarians' Questionnaire, more than half of the

respondents reported dissatisfaction with existing lines of

communication between themselves and library administration. If the

libraries are to attain .heir objectives and remain a dynamic and

essential part of the University, they must build an open and creative

15) beach, David N., and Walter R. Mahler. "Management by

Objectives." In The Failure of Success, ')edited by Alfred J.Marrow. (New

York: Amacom, 1972 , 1-235.
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environment in which each librarian shares iri the responsib;lity for

meeting individual and common goals.

4
The creative organization may be best described
one that maintains an atmosphere of involvement,/ one
that encourages employees to become fully participative.
An environment should exist that encourages society,or
groups of peers rather than a rigid hierarchy; there
should be a relative lack of social distance between
the employees and their supervisors at every echelon
of management. Because the individual is the
organization's most important resource, major focus
should be placed on providing him with the things he
needs to enable him to work at his best. Work should
be challenging, interesting,-and personally rewarding,
and assignments, responsibility, and authority should
be delegated with this aim in mind. A great deal of
trust should be placed in each person; there should
be a minimum of controls, constraints, and external
forces telling him how to do his job, and formal
policies, procedures, and standards should provide
a platform from which he can operate rather than a

set of inflexible rules confi-ning him (is).

An open and creative atmosphere, characterized by professional respect

and trust, can, be fostered in Stanford's libraries by the conve g of a

Librarians' Assembly which will involve all librarians in dis sion and

study of matters of professional concern. Participationccan

increased in individual library units through such methods as management

by objectives and collegial decision making.,

In its discussions of library management, the Commission has noted

three areas of sp.i.cial concern: the.strUcturing of individual jobs; the

ratio of.professional to support,staff;. and the preparation of

librarians and other staff members for supervisory and management

responsibilities. These areas are interrelated,

16) Lahti, Robert E. innovative College Management. (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1973), p.lt.
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Structuring jobs so that they ai-e interesting and challenging for the

individual, while meeting organizational goals, is a common problem in

organizations. At Stanford_most librarians (67%) are satisfied with the

scope of their jobs, although half of the librarians have expressed an

interest in gaining experience in other library departments (17). It is

the judgment of the Commission that flexible scheduling (18) and the

restructuring of some library jobs to allow better utilization of

subject expertise (e.g., assignments as library-academic department

liaisons) or broader knowledge of library skills (e.g., assignments

combining public service-and technical service duties) would be

beneficial.

The overriding problem, however, for librarians-generally and for many

of those at Stanford is that their jobs contain an unreasonable amount

oftclerical work (19). In some areas of the libraries the number of

support staff is not sufficient to handle the many clerical tasks of

library operations. Too often typing, filing, and routine

correspondence fall to tha_more highly paid librarian, while

professional tasks may be neglected due to the pressures of daily

operations._

17) See the Stanford Librarians Questionnaire, numbers 21 and 29 in

Appendix III.

18) See Section IV.A.5.

19) 67% of the respondents to the Stanford Librarians' Questionnaire
(see Appendix III) said they are required to do an unreasonable amount

of clerical work.
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In order to determine staffing needs and suitable professional/

support staff ratios, individual library units should analyze their

component tasks and assign to support staff all duties not requiring

professional judgment.

One duty that might be carefully considered for reassignment to

support staff is supervision. Direct supervision, whiCh is both

time-consuming and encumbered with clerical tasks, generally does not

require the kind of skills gained through training in librarianship. In

many of the production:oriented operations of the library, such as.

shelving5ooks, maintaining circulation files, and binding, supervision

need not and should not be done by librarians.

In order to operate most efficiently the libraries must broaden the

supervisory and managerial skills of their staffs. For those who are

given supervisory or administrative assignments' at Stanford, the

libraries should offer "local situation" in-house workshops dealing with

Library and,University forms, regulations, policies, and procedures. In

addition, supervisors should be encouraged to take courses in personnel

relations and management (20). For librarians and paraprofessionals

with assignments requiring substantial managerial skills, this type of

training (supported by library funds set aside for this purpose) should

be mandato-y.

20) See al,o Section IV.B.5.

el .44
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RECOMMENDATION 3

Givefi'the complex nature of Stanford's libraries, good management is

. essential for the effective functioning of the production - oriented

library operations and for the facilitation of the proper role of

professionals. To promote good management practices, the CommissiOn

recommerl the following:

1. Every effort should be made to increase responsible staff

involvement in decision making and to irstitute participatory

management throughout the libraries. Participatory.management, as

envisioned by the Commission, would include the following

elements:

a. Decisions should be made at the level of responsibility whenever

possible.

b. Input, ideas, opinions, and feedback from the staff should be

sought whenever major new policieschanges, reorganizations, or

plans are contemplated, Major decisions (e.g., procedural

changes and new policies) should be made after consultation with

those affected, rather than by mandate from the top.

c. On major policies affecting the role or status of librarian's,

the Executive Board of the 4.iiirarians' Assembly should serve as

an advisory group to assure that the professional aspects and

implications of the policy are presented and taken into

consideration.

elle*
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2. For the most effective utilization of personnel, all areas not

_involving professional judgment and decision making should the
p

provinceof the suppqrt staff. To assure and reward excellence

among %;he support staff, paraprofessional positions* should be

provided for areas requiring
)

highly coMpetent performance and the

assumption of substantial responsibilities. The Commission

recommends that each major library unit Rstablish its own ad hoc

committee to determine the most effective ratio of 'support staff

to professional staff in each library. Each committee should be

composed of members from the units concerned, including

librarians, support staff, and admirlIstration.

3. In order to develop and effectively utilize sUpervisory and

managerial skills, the libraries should inaugurate\a continuing

management training program. This program, administered by the

Library Personnel Office for all the libraries and with the advice

of the Professional Development Committee of the Librarians'

Assembly, should comprise the following elements:

a. In-house, "local situation" workshops dealing with Library and

University forms, regulations: procedures, and policies should

be offered on a regular basis to staff members with supervisory

responsibilities. Additional workshops should-be organized to

cover special situations such as major changes in library or

University policies..

b. Management training,' supported by the University's Staff

Training Assistance Program funds or by library monies set aside

for this purpose, should be more actively encouraged for any
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staff member seriously considering a supervisory or managerial

career in the libraries. I

c._ Management training should be mandatory for staff members in

positions requiring substantial managerial, skills. These

positions include department heads, assistant department heads,

branch ,librarians, division heads, and supervisors of three or

./
more fdll time equivalent employees.

4. A hierarchy is not the only viable form or orgahization for

libraries and, in fact, some units could functioh more effectively

with (and librarians themselves could benefit from) a more

collegial type of.organization. Therefore, the Commission

recommends that at least one department or library experiment with

a collegial arrangement for the next three to five years. Wider a

collegial arrangement (a form of organization commorly used in

academic departments) decisions are made by a group of peers

aded by a elected chairperson. In the library the peer group

show comprise all professionals in a particular unit. The

individual selected as chairperson should be paid an

administrative stipend for the length of time in that postition.

This arrangement should not preclude participation by support

staff in the management of the unit. It should, however,

encourage involvement in and sharing of administrative duties and

responsibilities among the professional staff.

34
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Carrying out its charge to examine the role and.status of librarians

at ttanford, the Commission made a detailed study of professional

concerns in four general areas:

A. Appointment, Compensation, W6rk Environment

.B_Professional Development

C. Status and Recognition

D. Equality and Uniformity

A. APPOINTMENT, COMPENSATION, WORK ENVIRONMENT

1. CRITERIA FOR APPOINTMENT

One characteristic of a profession is the establishment and

enforcement of standards for its members. Members of most professions

must have a license, a credential or a-specific educational degree. For

example, nurses are registered, engineers arei'icensed, and lawyers must
4

pass the bar examination, In each of these examples, certain basic

. skills and knowledge are necessary in order for a person to function

competently as a member of that profession. The same is true in

librarianship. The basic biblipgrapflic skills and an understanding of

overall library operations and systems are needed for a librarian to

perform most effectively as'a professional in any functional or subject

specialty.

a



In some professions the national association assumes the

responsibility for, or strong leadership in, establishing and imposing,

standards of membership. 'Unfortunately, no library association has

taken on that role. Nor has the government required that an individual,

be licensed or obtain a credential in order to perform.as a librarian in

other than public school or civil service jobs. Each library,

therefore, sets its'own standards. In most libraries the MLS degree or,

its equivdlent is a minimum standard for hiring anyone as a librarian.

Such is not currently the practice at:Stanford.

The Commission believes that the attainment of the MLS degree is'an

important qualification.' Those hired as librarians who have an MLS are

more versatile, have a better understanding and overview of the whole

library operation and have a deeper commitment to the library profession..

than those without such a degree. Members of the support )taff who have

been promoted to the Librarian series generally4tiew only the job in

which they have worked for many years. In addition their career

opportunities are limited. Although they may perform outstandingly,

they seldom change from theNob and the library in which they have been

promoted'because they do not have the broad knowledge of librarianship,

evidenced by the MLS degree. Occasionally professionals with diverse

backgrounds not including library training are hired to meet specific

,needs in the library. Recognizing the contribution these professionals

make, the Commission suggests that they be assigned a unique

classification rather than be included' in the Librarian series. For

example, There could be a classification for archivists (Archivist 1,

II, '.II) and for curators (Curator I, II, III).
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RECOMMENDATION 4

The Commission recommends the following criteria for appointment to

the Librarian series:

1. Librarian (Beginning or Librarian I). An MLS from an,American

Library.Association accredited library school or equivalent

library training. Reading ((nowledge of at least one but

preferably two foreign languages. Graduate work, master's degree
0

or doctorate in a related subject field is highly desirable.

2. Librarian (other than beginning). Meet the requirements of

beginning librarian in addition to demonstrated competence in

previous professional position(s), outstanding recommendations and

involvement in.professional 'organizations and activities.

The Commission recommends the following criteria for appointment to

library administrative and management positions (Assistant Department

Chief and above):

1. Must have had some formal management training or agree to complete

at least one management course during the f4rst year of

employment.

2. Should have demonstrated or potential admjnistrative, managerial,.

or supervisory abilities.

3. Should have an MLS degree or enough experience in library work to

understand library operations, relationships, and terminology..

v.

Those not meeting the criteria for appointment to beginning Librarian

should not be given the title or rank of Librarian nor should they be

responsible for performance appraisals of librarians.

37
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2. APPOINTMENT PROCEDURE,

Another concern is the'praedure for appointment. Many universities

provide TrusteeS' or Corporation appointments for librarians. Although

the appointment of all librarians at Stanford through the Provost's or

President's Office was routine until about 1958 or 1959, such

appointments are now made through the Personnel and Employee Relations

Department which has the final judgment. Stanford librarians, unlike

librarians in other universities, do not receive tenure or a

"continuing" appointment. Librarians in the University Libraries do,

hdvever, have an informal "continuing" appointment.
A

RECOMMENDATION 5

Since librarians classed above Librarian I are appointed as the result

of national Or international searches and extensive interviewing, the

(appointment should appropriately go via the Provost and be confirmed by

the Board of Trustees. A document of appointment should be signed by

the Sedretary to the Board of Trustees, giving the term of appointment

and the title or classification of the librarian as an "academic

officer" of the University. This form of appointment would help

substantially to remove the implication that librarlins serve in a

subordinate position, rather than in a professional one. A form of

appointment that is essentially the same as the faculty's would/

recognize the status and function of the librarian as an acad

colleague of.the faculty.

:18
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Academic libraries generally use some kind,of a classification system

to indicate the relative value of jobs and individual performance in

those jobs. Ideally such a classification system has levels or ranks

which indicate abilities, skills, and knowledge; degree of

responsibility; and/or professional contributions. There are three

basic classification systems in general use, and a fourth which is found

in a few libraries:

1. Numbered Ranking. An example of this classification system

(Librarian I, II, III, and IV in ascending order) presently

obtains in the Stanford University Libraries. This classification

system is also used by the Coordinate Libraries, although these

libraries do not necessarily utilize the descriptions prevailing

in the University Libraries for comparable positions. There is

als9 a Directors series at Stanford. These ranks ( Assistant

Director, Associate Director, and Director) are reserved for the

top administrative position's in the libraries and could be

compared with academic deans.

2. Faculty Title and Status. This system is used in institutions

that classify their librarians as faculty. For example, at the

University of Minnesota Libraries there are four ranks of

librarians: Instructor, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor,

and Professor, and the professional staff of the library is

organized as a faculty. At Purdue. University librarians hold the

titles of Assistant, Professor of Library Science, Associate

39
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Professor of Library Science, and Professor of Librtry Science and

constitute the Faculty of the Libraries and Audio-Visual Center.
.

Stanford librarians do not have faculty "status, and, given the

present climate of opinion on the campus; it is not likely they

attain faculty status in the foreseeable future.

3.- Academic Titles without Faculty Status. This classification

system uses titles which parallel faculty ranks. Su0,1 a system is

currently used by the University of California, which has three

ranks: AssistaneLibrarian, Associate LibrArian, and Librarian.

It is modeled on faculty classification and perhaps would identify

librarians more closely with teaching faculty. Some libraries

have hoped that adoption of such titles (along with higher

criteria-and standards for promotion to emulate the faculty) would

lead to higher salad scales and faculty status, but this has

proved illusory ;21).

SULA proposed the adoption ofthis sort of system for

librarians over three years ago (22), but the proposal was tabled

by the Personnel and Employee Relations Department on the basis.

that the system was not compatible with other academic

(non faculty) professional titles. Further discussion of this

proposal was delayed when the CoMmission was formed.

21i For example, librarians in the California State Universities and
Colleges skstem have been granted faculty status, but a're not paid
salaries equivahnt to their faculty's.

22) Stanford Univ&sity Librarians Association. Draft Report on
Nomenclature. (Stanfovd: 1971).
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4. Unirank System.with Functional Titles: In t.is system every

librarian has the title Librarian in addition to a functional

title, such as Bibliographer or Serials Librarian. This system is

not in wide use. One major institution, Mithigan State

University, indicated in the Librarians' Status Questionnaire that

it was using the titles Librarian andDivisional Libraria9.

The classification system currently in yse in the Stanford libraries

presents a number of problems:

t

s.

1. 'There are no written criteria for advancement, and the language

describing the ranks is vague or, in certain cases in the

Coordinate Libraries, nonexistent. This results in inequities in

the application of the ranking system.

2. Benefits and iirquisites are dependent upon rank. "This disparity

has had a deleterious effect on the' professional staff and is

indeed difficult to justify. 'TIAA/CREF is available at the

Librarian II level; Faculty Club membership, campus housing; and

reserve parking are available at Librarian III level; and

Librarian IV's are eligible for research or sabbatical leave.

(Orly the-Director of Libraries and the Librarian of the Law

Library art members of the Academic Council)" (23).

23) Letter from David C. Weber to Colin Pittendrigh, Aug. 17, 1973,
.p.4. Since that letter was written, campus housing is no longer
available to librarians.

A
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3. As the system is presently applied, it is generally necessary to

assume administrative or managerial responsibilities to'advance to

the highest ranks.

4. The current definitions of rank provide no incentive for

increasing competence by advanced study or by participation in

professional activities.

5.. Promotion to a higligr classification does not necessarily mean a

commensurate salary increase at time of the promotion. This

occurs because promotions in the Uf.,versity Libraries are

considered separately from and subsequent to the recommendations

for salary increases.'

There can be problems withany ranking system, but it should be

possible to establish criteria which will insure that the system adopted

is undersdable to all and predictable and equitable in its

application. Any classification system is acceptable at Stanford if the

following standards are universally applied:

1. The criteria for appointment and promotion to each rank must be

clearly and publicly specified in as much detail as feasible.

2. Librarians whose jobs require subject or bibliographic expertise

should be able to advance to higher ranks without assuming

administrative duties.

4 2
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3. A fixed salary structure stating the salary maximums andminimums

for each rank, rather than a summary of paid rates, should be

instituted so that librarians can evaluate the monetary rewards

for advancement from one rank to another. All salary increases

for promotions should be made at the time the promotion is

effective and should fall within the stated range for that rank

(24).

1. To assure the equitable application of these criteria to all

librarians at Stanford, the Committee on Appoiritment, Promotion,

and Security of Employment of the Librarians' Assembly should

review the administration of the classification schedule through

the. peer review process.

RECOMMENDATION 6

After studying alternative clasSificatiqps, the Commission concluded

that the present system, adequately defined, would properly fulfill the

requirements of an effective classification with a minimum of

disruption. In general, the proposed system is designed to provide all

librarians with the opportunity to advance into the highest

claSsification thrOugh increased professional competence.

24) See Section IV.A.4.
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LIBRARIAN I. The beginning professional level.

CRITERIA FOR APPOINTMENT: The criteria stated in Section IV.A.1,

above, should be met. No experience is required, and appointees to this

rank' will have no more than three ears of professional experience.

YEARS IN RANK: The librarian can expect to remain in this grade an

average of two years and a maximum of three-years. No librarian shall

begin a third year in this rank without a clear understanding of the

level of achievement expected in order to be promoted to the next rank,

If not promoted at the end of three years, the librarian will be given

six months: notice andwill be expected to leave the service of the

library. -%

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS CLASSIFIED IN THIS RANK: Performs a 1/46

variety of profeisional duties alder careful supervision in preparatipn

Allb
for more independent responsibility. .Ideally, incumbents in this rade-

would acquire experience through rotating assignment; in acquisitions,

cataloging, public service, and adm:nistration.

The following ranks are all career grades and a librariay may remain

in any one indefinitely. However, promotion from Librarian II to,

Librarian IV sprould normally occur in ten years.

.4

LIBRARIAN II. The first caree grade in the Librarian series.

CRITERIA FOR APPOINTMENT: In a ition to the criteria stated in 0

Section IV.A.1, above, the following is desirable: equivalent rank in

the previous position or a minimum of two years of professional

experience. Advanced degrees relevant to the jc6 ,,ssignment can fulfill 0

a part of the years of experience criterion.

44
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YEARS IN RANK: The librarian can expect to remain in this rank a

minimum of two years or an average of five years before promotion.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS CLASSIFIED IN THIS RANK: Majority of

duties are performed independently. Some management of other

\professionals can be expected. This rank involves subject

specializationas well as application of professional library

procedures.

LIBRARIAN III. The second career grade in the Librarian series.

CRITERIA FOR APPOINTMENT: In additionto the criteria stated in

Section IV.A.1, above, tha following i9 desirable: equivalent rank in

the previous position or a minimum of four years of professional

experience. Advanced degrees relevant to the job assignment can fulfill

a part of the years of experience criterion..

YEARS IN RANK: The librarian can expect to remain in this rank a

minimum of 'two years or an average of five years before promotion.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS CLASSIFIED IN THIS RANK: Performs complex

professional duties with independence. Does original cataloging and

classification ()if. difficult material, engages in advanced reference work

which involves consultation with faculty, or performs specializid

services (e.g., as instructor.or curator), administers a division of the

library, manages a branch library, assists chief of a department.

LIBRARIAN IV. The final career grade in the Librarian series.

CRITERIA FOR APPOINTMENT: In addition to the criteria stated in

ti

..Secti6n IV.A.1, above, the following is desirable: a master's or higher

degree in a subject field, and equivalent rank in the previous position
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,.,

or a minimum of six years of professional experience. Advanced degrees

relevant to the job assignirent can fulfill a part of the years of

experience criterion.
I,

YEARS IN RANK: The libririan can expect to remain in this hank

permanently.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS CLASSIFIED IN THIS RANK: Makes unique

professional contributions (e.g.,' evidences expertise in the resources

of a specialized subject, form, language, or geographic area)? does

comrlex analytical work on procedures for major aspects pf a library's

operation, or has substantial administrative responsibilities (e.g.,

administers a department of a library).

46
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4. COMPENSATION

Certain assumptions are made about professionals. They all possess

expertise, in their particular field; they all have certain educational

qualifications; all theoretically are endowed with sufficient judgment

to organize and successfully accomplish their assignments. These

assumptions, among others, can be made of librarians as well as of

engineers, social workers, etc.

4

Salaries and benefits are the most tangible measures of a

professional's recognition within an i stitution. A salary structure

fwhich is designed to respond to excep ional abilities and performance, A

to the professional growth of an individual, and to increased

effectiveness from continuing experience is of utmost importance.

According to thp Stanford Librarians' Ouestionnaire, 66% of Stanford

librarians fell that their salaries were inadequate. The investigations

of the Commission support this view.

Currently salaries of librarians in the Stanford University Libraries

are determined by the Directors after reviewing the evaluations written

by the librarians themselves and their supervisors, along with any

pertinent documents staff members may have placed in their individual

files' (25). Generally, therefore, several persons are involved in the

salary adjustment process for each librarian (26). Salary

25) Borgeson, Earl. Professional Salary Adjustments -'Present
Practices, March 19, 1974. See Appendix II.

26) Coordinate Libraries have their own procedure. Many coordinate
,librarians have no input in their salary adjustments, even in an

47
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recommendations go to the Provost's Office for review with regard to

University policy and salary adjustment guidelines. When these

recommendations are approved and then verified in writing, they are

submitted to the Personnel'and Employee Relations Department's

Compensation Section (27).

fib

The Compensation Section striyes for a midmarket position in salaries

for lit. rians and other exempt employees (28). This means that, after

defining the market for a particular group, Stanford will attempt to pay

salaries falling into the middle range for that group, rather than the

highest or the lowest salarie-....4. Consequently, the definition of the

.librarian market is of utmost importance.

The Stanford University Libraries system traditionally compares

salaries within the Seven Universities Group comprising Chicago,

Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, Princeton, Stanford, and Yale. It is

w' evaluation process. Some receive their salary notices later than those

in the University Libraries system, some before. Although Coordinate

Libraries generally follow the same schedule of paid rates as the

Oniversity Libraries, there is no official standard requiring them to do

SO

27) This process generally begins in early spring with evaluations and

ends sometime in August with the salary notifications. The Commission

feels that the process.is too long. August is very late for people to

begin looking for a new position in the event that they are dissatisfied

with the new salary or are not promoted to career status. They also

miss the opportunity to look for and interview for new positions at the

annual American Library Association conference, usually Aeld in late

June. Most research libraries recruit and hire in the spring or early

summer for the fiscal years of July 1 - June 30 or September 1 - August

31. Fewer jobs are available after August.

28) Exempt employees are those staff members who are salaried and

normally do not receive pay for overtime work under Fair Labor Standards

Act regulations.

48
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TABLE 1
Hourly Salary Comparison

salaty hrs/wk. vacation sick hrs/yr.(c) $/hour .

Cornell 11,9 40(aT 22 12 1816 6.55
Columbia 11,700 35 23 10(b) 1596 7.33
Stanford 11,600 404 20 10 1848 6.28
Harvard 11,000 35 30 1&(b) 1547 7.11
Yale 10,800 37.5 26 20 1612.5 -6.70

Source: salary represents the median salary taken from Association of
Research Libraries. ARL Annual Salary Survey., 1972/73. (Washington:
1973). Hours per week, vacation; and sick leave figures are from the
Librarians' Status Questionnaire (See Appendix IV).

Notes: a) Cornell has an unspecified work week; for purposes of this
comparison it is set at 40 hours although, in conformance with the
practice of most eastern universities, the work week would probably be
between 35 and 37.5 hours.

b) No limit is applied to sick leave; for purposes of this comparison
it is set as equal to Stanford's.
c) Hours per year are derived from the following formula: (261 work

days per year - vacation - sick leave) x (hours per week/5).

1

inaccurate to say that Stanford is midmarket in relation to these

universities solely on the basis.of salary median, without taking into

consideration the number of hours worked per week andlthe length of

vacation and sick leave. Of the five_libraries in this group for which

we have adequate information, the middle position of Stanford'smedian

salary is belied by the actual dbllar per hour which it represents (See

Tabl? 1). Stanford's median, intfact, represents" the lowest

compensation in the list, rather than the midpoint.

The Commission believes it is more meaningful to compare Stanford

librarians' Salaries with thine of other California librarians,'

especially those-in the Bay Area. Comparison of median salaries from a

group of Bay Area libraries surveyed by the Commission shows that

Stanford's meuian salary generally is in the lower half of the list (See

Table 2). Included in this survey were libraries in the. University of

S

4
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TABLE 2 .

San Francisco Bay Area Salary Comparisons
(Highest to Lowest Median)

r

1973/74
Rank 1972/73 1973/74

1. University of California, Davis 13,824 15,648

`2. Hewlett/Packard Co., Inc., Library 14,732 15,589
3. Palo Alto City Library 13,200 15,100
4/5 San Jose State University Library 12,504 13,440

4/5 Cal. St. Univ., Hayward, Library 12,504 13,440

6. Contra Costa Co. Library 11,316 12,168

7. Alameda Co. Public Library 11,460 12,000
8. Stanford University Libraries 11,100 11,600

9. Lockheed, Tech. Info. Center 10,765 11,544

10. Mills College Library 10,500 10,825

Source: Inquiries to 22 Bay Area institutions; 15 responded. Medians

were not supplied 'by 5, including the community college libraries. y -
Note! The University of California at Davis and Stanford University

are the only members of the Association of Research Libraries on this
list.

California and the California State University and College systems, as

well as commuity college, public, and special libraires. The survey

confirmed that Stanford's librarians' salaries are under midmarket and

far below those of community college libraries, which make fewer

intellectual demands on their librarians, and government libraries (29).

Stanford will slip even lower in this scale, if present trends

continue. Table 3 shaws,that median salaries of University of

California liOrarials are increasing at a faster rate than Stanford's.

29) Examples at federal libraries' in the Bay Area are the following:
Housing and'Urban Development Library, San Francisco; U. S. Veterans
Administration Hospital Library, Palo Alto; Federal Reserve Bang.of San
Francisco Library; and the U. S. Geological Survey Library, Menlo Park.
Beginning librarians are classified at GS94 with salaries ranging from
$12,167 - 15,821. The second step is GS11, $14,671 - 19,072. Figures

are from the Federal Register, 31037 (Nov. 9, 1973).
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TABLE 3
Medi4n Salaries for Five California Libraries

47

Increase
1969/70 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 69-72

1. U.C., Davis 11,388 11,670 11,952 13,824 21%
2. U.C., Berkeley 11.4A2 11,952 . 11,952 13,152 18%
3.' U.C., Los Angeles 10.A00 11,112 11,112 12,828 20%
4. Stanford 10,000 10,000 11,000 11,100* 11%
5. Univ. of So. Calif. 9,200 9,500 9,900 10,050 9%

Source: Associattah of Research Libraries. ARL Annual Salary Survey,
1969/70-1972/73. .Washington: 1970-73).
* Professional Wlary information from Stanford University Libraries.

In addition to a depressed overall 'salary structure, there is the

problem of Stanford librarians' salaries clustering in the middle

positions. This appears to indicate that beginning salaries are raised

fr6m\tear to year to reflect market considerations and cost-of-living'

increases, but the more experienced librarians in the middle ranges

receive only an annual percentage merit increase.

A comparison ofthe)1974 salaries paid to librarians at Stanford

University and at the University of California, Berkeley, emphasizes

this point (See Table 4). Fifty percent of Berkeley's libr'arians

receive higher salaries than seventy-five percent of Stanford's. In'

fact, only the top six percent of Stafford'sibrarians are making as

much or more than Berkeley's top twenty-five percent.

Berkeley's highest salary is $1,060 morethan Stanford's; Its

beginning salari, is $672 more, and there is 4 wide discrepancy in.

distribution. Berkeley's salary distribution approaches a "bell" curve;

r-Aall.
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TABLE 4
Salary Distribution (Actually paid)

Stanford (67 librarians)

Top salary: $21,200
75-percentile: $14,800
50 percentile: $12,900
25 percentile: $11,600
Beginning salary: $ 9,900

Berkeley (135 librarians)

$22,260

$17,496
$15,984
$13,884
$10,572

Source: California. University. Salary Survey, University of
California Librarians. (Berkeley: 1974).

Note: salaries from the Coordinate Libraries at Stanford were not
available for this comparison; however, figures from earlier years show
that their inclusion would no (have substantially c4nged these
statistics.

$5,412 separates the beginning salary from_the median and $6,276

separates the median salary from thetop. Stanford's, on the other

hand, appears to be bottom heavy;only $3,000 separates the bottom

salary from the median while $8,300 separates the median from, the top.

Inconsistencies in salary adjustment policies exist among the 1,rious

Stanford libraries under the present system, which hs no stated,

standards and no published salary structure. Because promotions in the

University Libraries are decd after salary recommendations are made,

promotion from one rank `to another does not necessarily mean a higher

salary than the expected annual merit increase. In addition, there is

no across-the-board upgrading of salaries when the beginning and ending

salaries are raised each year Salaries of librarians in the middle

ranges, which are not raised proportionally, tend to fall behind. It ts,

conceivable that a Librarian I, after one year's experience, could earn'
. /

11'0
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the salary the% current for a beginning Librarian I (SO). At Stanford,

librarians' salaries are dependent upon the first salaries they received

because all increases are a percentage of the salary they received the

year before.

-...

In lieu of a publishes structure, such as the nonexempt staff's

.6/11-Step Range'Structure or the curve ranges (C-Ranges) which most

other professional groups are assigned, the University Libraries'

Director's Office issues a table of paid rates, showing the lowest,

Nghest,'and median salaries for each librarian rank and a total median

(See Table '5). This table is compiled after salary adjustmentsiare made

for the year, making it impossible for individuals to know the salary
A

which they might expect or aspire to the next year. 'Moreover, this table

does not show whether they are being compensated fairly in relation to

their performance and to their peers with comparable responsibilities-

, and experience. The Coordinate Libraries apparently:make use of this

- table for determining their salaries. A published salary struCNT,

such as a C-Range, as opposed to a summary of paid' rates issued after

salary adjustments are made, is necessary each year for the following

reasons: to know one's potential within the system; to be able to

compare °De's salary increase with one's evaluation, i.e., to see

whether one Is being compensated fairly in relation to one's

performanc4q to see how one's salary compares to others in the system

30) For,exaaple, if a Librarian I, with no prior experience, began in
1973/74 at base minimum of $8,800 and receiv .0% merit increase, his
or her next year's salary would be $9,416. s is only $16 above the
base minimum for 1974/75, at which another ew librarian, with no
experience, would start.

Z.-
r-aio
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TABLE 5
Stanford University,Libraries

Summary of Salary Rates Patid to Librarians '

F

1973/74 1974/75
Range of Range of

Number of Paid Number of Paid
Position Positions Rates Median Positions Rates Median

Librarian I 7(9.2%) 9,b00* 9,200 3(4,.3 %) 9,00* 10.000
90400 10,100

Librarian Ii 27(35.5%) 9,800 10,900 25(36.3%) .10,000 11,600
11,900 - 13,200

Librarian III 26(34.2%) 11,00,0 12,800 26(37.7%) 11,800 13,700
16,400 16,700

LibraMan IV 16(21.1%) 13,700 15,500 15(21.7%) 14,700 15,800
20,000 % 21,200

Total s76**(100%) 9,000 11,600 69**(100%) 9,900 12,900
20,000' 21,200

* The base minimum for 1973/74 was $8,810 and for 1974/75 was $9760.
** Does not include administrative professionals and the Directors,

(nine positions).

who have compavable experienCe and qualifications and to use as a

factor in considering employment opportunities within or outside the

system.

It may be useful to consider salary,structures in general. A salary

structure determines how individuals are compensated relative to each.

other within the same professional group. A step-salary structure is

graduated through stated salary intervals. This system is presently

used for boththe professional and support staff in th9 libraries of

the Uni4ersity.o1 California system and for the nonexempt employees at

Stanford. The entire structure is raised in response to the cost of

living, and merit increases are determined by step advancement, e.g.,

'5 4
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moving from step 1 to step 2. Advancement in this kind-of structure is

generally according to fixed number of steps, and is consecr.ently

considered less flexible than a range structure, but provides more

predictability.

A C-Range structure is defined by the use of two curves representing a

minimum and mP-imum salary range. Within these curves ao employee is

placed accordir,5 years of applicable experience and level of

performance. A C-Range could be used with any classification system,

e.g., multi rank or unirank.

At Stanford curve ranges are used for exempt employees. The Personnel

and Employee Relations Department's Compensation Section assigns most

professional groups to one or more specific C-Ranges, designated C-3

through C-10 (See Table 6).

The Commission attempted to determine the librarians' place among

Stanford's professionals, by comparing job descriptions and requirements

and by charting librarians' salaries on existing C-Ranges. None of the

other professional groups comparable to librarians are classed below the

1973174 C-5 range (31). The social worker classification, for whicn a

master's degree is generally desired, does not belong to a designated .

salary range, but starting salaries were $11,000 - $12,000 per annum

(1973/74) as compared with the librarians' starting salary of $9,000

($9,000 wa' the actual paid rate; $8,800 was the base minimum). Social

6

31) See Stanford University. Personnel and Employee Relations
Department. Job Classification and Pal,Plan. (Stanford: 197-+).
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TABLE 6
Examples of C-Ranges

1973/74 1974/75

C-4 range: $8,328-10,128 (lower curve) 8,700-10,596
$9,192-12,312 (upper curve) $9,648-13,044

C-5 range: $9,192-11,160 (lower curve) $9,600-11,664

$10,128-13,584 (upper curve) $10,632 - 14,400

C-6 range: $10,128-12,312 (lower curve) $10,632-12,924

$11,160-15,720 (upper curve) $11,832 - 16,824

C-7 range: $11,736-14,256 (lower curve) $12,360-15,036
' $12,936-18,192 (upper curve) $14,616-19,560

C-8 range: $13,58446,488 (lower curve) $14,32 7 '00

$14,976-21,072 (upper curve) $16,7 48

C-9 range: $15,720-19,104 (lower curve) $16,584 - 20,48

$17,328-24,384 (upper curve) -$rg,056-25, 36

C-10 range: $18,192-22,104 (lower curve) $18,924-22A2
$20,064-28,224 (upper curve) $22,056-29,772

Vie

Source: Stanford University. Personnel and Employee RelatiOns

Office. Compensation Section.

workers parallel librarians somewhat in that master's degrees are

desired ford both, both are service professions, and both have

traditionally been thought of as women's professions.

Librarians' salaries begin substantially lower than those of other

. -

professionals at Stanford. A mapping of librarians' salaries onto the

C-Ranges shows that Librarians I are between the C-3 and C-4 ranges

(Compar. Tables 5 and 6). Librarians II, the largest class of

librarians in the University, fit , thin the C-4 range, while C-5 is

usually th starting range of other professionals on campus. A.

comparison of Stanford's C-Ranges with the University of California

II
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TABLE 7
University of California, Berkeley
Academic Librarian Salary Ranges

7/1/73
Annual

7/1/74

Annual
Lowest Highest Lowest Highest

Assistant Librarian: $877-24 $12,276 $9,864 $13,560
Associate Librarian: $11,412 $16,020 $12,648 $17,496
Librarian: $15,276 $20,532 $16,716 $22,260

Source: CU News, The General Library, Unive/5,ity of California at
Berkeley, v.29, o.26 (July 18, 1974).

salary schedule indicates that librarians at Berkeley would be on

Stanford's C-6 through C-9 ranges (Compare Tables 6 and 7).

The following criteria should be applied to the librarians' salary

scale, requiring:

1: A salary scale or structure, such as the one at the University of

California at Berkeley, published every year, prior to salary

adjustments, as opposed to a summary of actual paid rates which is

issued after salaries have been adjusted for the year

2. A scale which provides a higner salary for promotion to another

rank, in addition to the expected annual 71t increase.

3. An overall percentage increase across the board to compensate fc

market factors.

4. A scale which places librarians in an equitable salary position to

the San Francisco Bay Area market and to other processional's at

Slord with comparable requirements and contributions.

I
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RECOMMENDATION 7

The Commissidn recommends:

I. That th¢ Stanford librarians' market be defined as university,

college, and research libraries in the San Francisco Bay Area.

This list should include libraries in the University of California

system, the California State Universities and Colleges system, the

various community colleges, and special libraries. Stanford

competes with these libraries for qualified professional staff,

and positions in these libraries are similar in scope and

requirements to positions at Stanford. Also, the cos-of-living

factors in the Bay Area are comparable. The high-market position

would include most government libraries, i.e., federal, state, and

metropolitan area public libraries.

4

2. That Stanford University librarians' salaries be upgraded to the

level of comparable profesiional salaries in this area: 30%

increase across the board retroactive to September 1, 1974.

3. That the libraries of Stanford University aim for a mid-market

salary position and that an overall percentage increase be made

annually to compenate for market factors.

4. That the present compensation system be replaced by a published

structure.

38
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5. That librarians be assigned as follows to the C-Ranges: LI-LIV to

the C-6 through C-9 ranges.
4

6. That the ney structure allow fOr higher salaries when promotion

occurs or additional responsibilities are assumed, in addition to

the expected annual. merit increase.

7. That the new structure place librarians in an equitable salary

position to the San Francisco Bay Area market and to other

professionals at Stanford with comparable requirements and

contributions.

59
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5. WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Stanford librarians' realization -of their full potential as

professionals, and consequently their success in providing needed

information services to the University community; are dependent upon

many factors. Two related factors which affect librarians' morale, job

satisfaction and performance are the time constraints and the physical

surroundings in which they work.

Most Stanford librarians are required by their library administrations

to work a forty-hour week, andLthe majority of librarians at Stanford

adhere to a rigid work schedule of Monday through Friday from 8 to 5,

with prescribed time limits for lunch hours and coffee breaks. The few

exceptions to this schedule occur principally among librarians

responsible for staffing public service points, who are required to work

some evening and weekend hours. There is a growing need for technical

service personnel to have the option to work a flexible schedule as a

means of increasing access to computer terminals.

Adoption,of flexible scheduling is on the increase in business and

manufacturing establishments, and is being tried in academic and other

types of libraries (32). These experiments have not been limited to

professional employees. At Stanford the J. Hugh Jackson Library of

Business has introduced a variation on the 8 to 5 work day. Staff

32) McKann, Michael R. "Flextime at Florida." Library Journal 73
(1973): 3231-34 and Vinnes, Norman. "The Four-day Week." Library Journal
73 (1973): 1550-52.

4 GO
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members are still required to work eight hours a day, Monday through

Friday, on a fixed schedule, but starting and ending times and length of

lunch hour can be adjusted to suit the individual's needs or preference.

According to the participants, even with just this small degrc'e of

variation the program has:been very successful and has contributed to

higher morale,(33).

Flexible scheduling has

trend toward humanization

een instituted as one reflection of a growing

f working environments. Individuals have

varying responsibilities and demands on their time away from work. Body

rhythms and personal preferences are unique, so that different people

4re at their peak working form at different times of day. Work space is

less crowded and the wear and tear of rush hour traffic can he avoided:

iAlienation is lessened and morale is improved by not having one's time

strictly controlled by an employer.

Considerations such as these have been behind the introduction of

flexible scheduling in libraries. They are valid reasons, but the

Commission believes that the issue of librarians as professionals is the

true heart of the matter. A system that does not schedule work hours,

monitor coffee breaks and tally the sick leave of its librarians affirms

in a very obvious way that they are professionals. It is based on the

assumption that librarians have sufficient intelligence, judgment and

33) Makovlcs, Lesley.'"Flexible Scheduling at Jackson Library."
Library Bulletin of the Stanford University Libraries, v.26, no.20 (June
17, 1974): 81-82.

viii
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sense of responsibility to accomplish their duties without close

supervision.

The Commission's concept of flexiblescheduling is less restrictive

than the applications we have encountered in the business world or in

most other libraries and approaches the flexible work patterns of the

faculty. It entails providing more options of when and where to work.

In view of the legitimate time constraints imposed by library operations

and by the requirements oflheintaining_communfcation, each librarian

should have stated and posted office or public service desk hours.

Aside from thtse hours, work time should be unscheduled, with librarians

free to choose the best time and place to discharge their obligations to

the library and to the people it serves. Depending on the situation,

this might be in the library building, whenever it is open; on another

part of the campus; or off campus, even at home.

Constraints of time are closely related to those of space. According

to the Stanford Librarians' Questionnaire, 64% of Stanford librarians

-queried by the Commission believed that their physical surroundings and

facilities did not contribute to the efficient performance of their

jobs. The Main Library and many other campus libraries are old and

overcrowded. Staff work space is at a premium, and offices or

conference rooms in which librarians can work without constant
co.

interruption are few indeed. Even in newer buildings there are

problems. The J. Henry Meyer Memorial Library, one of the newest

library buildings, is a model of humanization of the environment for
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readers. The staff, hoWever, is in very cramped quarters, with the

reference librarians' desks crowded into what is in effect a corridor.

All librarians are expected to do a large amount of intellectual work.'

They need quiet and some degree of privacy to enable them to

concentrate. For librarians at the lower ranks, suitable office space

is almost nonexistent. In the typing pool environment where many

librarians work it is virtually impossible to think, let alone

concentrate for any extended period of time.
4

RECOMMENDATION- 8.

1. The Commission recommends flexible work scheduling for llbrrians,

whenever 'it is compatible with the basic daily operations' of the

library. It does so in the'convictidn that not only is this

measure of independence inseparable from professional status but

that its implementation will promote higher morale and improve

library efficiency.

2. Overcrowding can be alleviated to some extent by flexible time

scheduling, which would decrease the number of people in an office

at any given time. It would also allow work requiring

concenttation to be done in a place other,than the library.

4,

G3
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3. Even with the present limited space, improvements can be made. -

Plans for new library buildings must include greater consideration

of staff space needs in termspof both quantity and quality.

a. Librarians should have access to their work areas whenever t'e

library building is'open. Keys should be available for .

check-out at public service desks by those who fiave not been

issued their own.

b. Present work space should be examined to determine the need for

and feasibility of providing partitions around desks,

particularly in very large work areas.

c. A number of study carrels should be available for use by

librarians.

d. In dealing-with the University concerning space assignments, the

libraries should strongly express and support the need for

appropriate and adequate office and conference space for

professional staff.

e. The Librarians' Assembly should be involved in plans for new

library buildings. The ultimate structures will benefit from

the variety of viewpoints and expertise avitlable-among

librarians, resultingiin efficient storage of library materials,

as well as a congenia-1--env4-ehivent conducive to professipnal

work and research.

G4
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6. SECURITY OF EMPLOYMENT

There ia history of concern among Stanford librarians about the

insehrity of their'emploYment. sto has', almost frOm its- inceptton,

,been concerned about this Problem, and the report of its Library
. ,

Classification Committee in January, 1969, inoludedan investigation of

security of employmentfor Stanford's librarians. 41oWever, no action

4411b..
was taken on its recommendations. The need for a '`security of employment *

,

system was therefore studied in a paper prepared for the Commission.

The justification fdr 'such -4' system w summarized in this manner (34):

'

1. The principle of security of employment, though subject to
growing criticism in recent years, has been even more
recently reaffirmed as a basic cornerstone of employme-nt_
conditions for intellectual workers in academia by study
groups at both-the national astcflocal (Stanford) levels. 4010

2. The principle of security of employment is part of a system
which involves the following key elements:

a

a. A guarantee of academic or intellectual freedom.

b. After a reasonable probationary period, dismissal is only
for adequate cause -- duly specified -- short of
retirement or physical incapacity.

c. DiFissals for adequate cause are subject to academic due
process, also duly specified.

d. Peer participation, St least in the admission to security
of employment and in the dismissal for adequate cause, as
part of the guaranteed due process.

3. Librarians in general have been urged by their national
professional association to'adopt security of employment
statements for the last 28 years, and a new declaration of
that statement is in process.

34) Johnson, Peter. Career Status,and Tenure. (Stanford: 1974),
p.1819.
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,

4% Stanford librarians are now almost completely lacking in any
/ formal, professional security of employment system, having

only those minimal employment safeguards which they Share
with other Stanford employees.

RECOMMENDATION 9

To imurecthat termination of Stanford librarians is for
----

unsatisfactory performance, and not for reasons such as defending

intellectual freedom (35), espousing unpopular causes, sustaining

ideological differences, or questioning administrative decisions, a

system of,security of employment should be established. To accomplish

this, a committee of the Librarians' Assembly should be formed.to write

a detailed document on security of employment that.incorporates the

basic elements listed,under number two, above. This document should he

based on 1) the Association of College and Research Libraries Model

, -

Statement of Criteria and Procedures for Appointment, Promotion in
,

Academic Rank, and Tenure for College and University Librarians (36) and

2) the Stanford University Librarians Association's Security of
I

Employment statement (37).

(

v -,

35) Stanford University, Libraries. Intellectual Freedom andthe

Stanford University Libraries. It was endorsed by the University

Library Council, Jan. 11, 1972; approved by the Academic Council

Committee on Libraries, Apr. 4, 1972; and approved by the Academic

Senate, Apr. 27, 1972.

36)'Association of College and Research Libraries. "Model Statement

of Criteria and_Rrocedures for Appointment, Promotion in Academic Rank,

and Tenure for College and University Librarians." College and Research

Libraries News, no.8 (1973): 192-95, and jts "Appendixes." College and

Research Libraries News, no.9 (1973): 243=47.

37) Stanford University Librarians Association.. Security of

Employment: Draft. (Stanford: 1971).
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7 PEER REVIEW

As a pear group with commonly accepted professional standards,

librarians are the best judges of their colleagues! work. A 4eer review

systerii ts-important for the development of a strong collegial profession

and may be deftned_as involvement of a group of colleagues in the

process of appointment, promotion, and security of employment.

Asystem of peer review has several advantages over the hierarchical

evaluation system traditionally used in most libraries, including those.

at Stanford. Written Oriteriaare generally used in peer review sO that

all individuals know on what basis re being judged. Also, written

criteria help insure consistency .in the application of standards.

Another advantage, and-one frequently mentiomeoLby :librarians who have a

peer review system (38), is the involvement of librarians as peers in

the review process. There are two aspects to this involvement. First,

it tends to raise staff morale because librarians feel they have a

meaningful voice in the appointment and promotion process. Secondly,

the decisjon making process is strengthened and broadened by the

additional input of the peer group.

r.

A major berefit of peer review is that it stimulates professionalism.
%

It is most often based on criteria which stress professional growth and

achievement; thus librar.ians using a peer review System judge themselves

and each other in such terns. Involvement of librarians as colleagues

38) According to responses
Appendix V.

'the Peer Review Questionnaire; see

(a
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in the review process makes for better understanding of professional

standards and of professional contributions to the effectiveness of the

library and the university as a whole.

RECOMMENDATION 10

A peer'review process is deemed important for the development of a

strong collegial profession; therefore, the Commission recommends that

all Stanford librarians be iended in such a process.

TheCommittee on Appointment, Promotion, and Security of Employment of

the Librarians' Assembly should review all permanent appointments,

promotions and elevations to career status.

The Committee should consist of five members.appointed for overlapping

two-year terms by the Executive Board of the Librarians' Assembly in

consultation with the chief administrative officers (e.g., Director,

Librarian) of the participating libraries.

The Committee should make recomnendations.to the chief administrative

officer of the appropriate library based upon documentation supplied by

the supervisen(s) and the librarian being reviewed. The librarian

should be 'informed of the recommendations Made at each level of the

procedure.
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Documentation should include a written evaluation by the supervisor,

which must occur at intervals of no more than three years nor les1c than

six months. Within those liMits, evaluations should be obligatory for

any of the fol16wing reasons:

1. Librarian's request

ChSnge in job assignment

3. Cnange in supervisor

4. ReLommendation for promotion or elevatiOn to career stirtus

5. Supervisor's request

6. Library auministration's request

The evaluation should be concerned with job performance (75j and

professional development (25°).

The review process for promotion should normally be initiated by a

supervisor's recomendati'on, but librarians should have the option to

request their own promotion review. Elevation to career;,status should

be considered on a timetable to be devised by the. ibrarians' Assembly.

T,e Committee on Appointment, Promotion, and Security of Employment

should have the authority to appoisht ad hoc promotion review committees

which would report their findings to if. This committee would judge the

klualifications of only the final candidates for appointment to tW

Librarian s..:.ries.
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8. APPEALS PROCEDURE

Stanford librarians should have access to an appeals procedure as an

integral part of the peer review process. Although a formal university

grievance procedure is available to all Stanford employees (39), the

Commission thinks that it would be beneficial for the librariei to

establish their own appeals procedure for cases where there is

disagreement between a decision of the Committee on Appointment,

Promottn, and Security of Employment and the library administration

velich the librarian wants to appeal. A separate peer committee should

ajudicate cases brought before it through the appeals procedure, and its

decision should be forwarded to a source outside of the libraries, such

1

as the Provost's Office, f r final settlement.

RECOMMEk_TION 11

An appeals procedure should be set up for librarians which would cover

such problems as dissatisfaction over appointments, promotions,

reassignments, security of employmt t (or career status), and the

allocation of travel funds. A committee of peers would hear and judge

the appeal and pass'on their judgment to a source outside ofxthe

'libraries, such as the Provost's Office. The specific mechanics of the

procedure should be worked out and voted on-by the Librarians' Assembly.

39 Stanford University. Guide: Administrative Organization, Policies
and Procedures. (Stanford: 1969+), Guide Memo 22.10.
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B. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Librarianship is a rapidly changing field, and new skills and

continuing education are needed for librarians to keep up to date with

the most advanced concepts in automation, management theories,

bibliographic control, and service to the community. Professional

development is, therefore, of great importance both to libraries and to

individual librarians. Among the best means of promoting this

development are participation in professional organizations,

professional leave, and continuing education.

RECOMMENDATION 12

To insure that professional development opportunities are well

publicized and made available to all librarians at Stanford, a Committee

on Professional Development should be established by the Librarians'

Assembly. This committee would be concerned with the coordination and

planning of professional development activities for all campus

libraries.

1. ORIENTATION

(
An orientation program is the most expeditious means for introducing

newlx employed librarians to the organization and resources of the

Stanford libraries. It gives them an overview of the total collections

and of the relationships among the various libraries on(.;mpus. The

t
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University Libraries currently conduct two orientation programs: one

for all new staff and one for professionals only

RECOMMENDATION 13'

The existing orientation programs should certainly be continued, but

to insure that all librarians at Stanford, including those in the

Coordinate Libraries, have the opportunity to participate, the Committee

on Professional Development of the Librarians' Assembly should establish

a comprehensive orientation program.

2. CAREER COUNSELING

Although many librarians are satisfied and productiVe in the area of

librarianship which they have initially chosen or to which they were

assigned, there are °triers who could profit from career counseling. The

Commission believes that a personnel officer trained in career

counseling could be of valuable ass stance in advising librarians how to

realize their particular talents an develop their careers along the

most appropriate ladder.

RECOMMENDATION 14

The Commission strongly recommends that the University Libraries

provide a career counseling service for all librarians at Stanford and

that its Personnel Officer have training in this field.
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3. PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Through involvement in national, state, and regional organizations,

librarians are able to keep abreast of professional concerns and

advances 'in librarianship and to maintain a perspective much larger than

the confines of their specific assignments. Exposure to new and

different practices, techniques, and services enhances the profeslional

competence of librarians, and consequently, the effectiveness of the

organizations they serve. There is a broad spectrum of professional

organizations to which librarians belong. These include general

librarians' groups such'as SULA, the California Library Association, the

Speci0 Libraries Association, and the American Library As4ociation;

subject-oriented librarians' groups such as the Musicp0ary

Association and the Ak Librarians Society; and a host of other

subject-related associations such as the American Society-for

Information Science and the Modern Language Assbciation of America.

Stanford librarians participate in the work of these organizations

with the encouragement of most of the administrations of the libraries.

The extent to which they can be aided in attending meetings is limited

by the funds available. Library Administration Regulation no. 12 states

the University Libraries' current policy and guidelines for approval on

travel expense reimbursement.

73
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RECOMMENDATION 15

The Commission urges that all University libraries continue to

encourage the development and effectiveness of the staff by providing

funds for appropriate visits and travel for all librarians, and by

increasing the amount of funds allocated for travel reimbursement.

For equitable application of policies regarding travel reimbursement,

the Commission recommends that the Committee on Professional Development

of the Librarians' Assembly be responsible for revfiewing requests for

travel funds.

4. PROFESSIONAL LEAVE

The lack of opportunity for all librarians to participate in scholarly

research efforts is of major concern. Professional leave with pay is at

this time available only to Librarians IV and above. It is important

that librarians keep up with the changes in their field and contribute

to the advancement of their prOfession through research and publication.

RECOMMENDATION 16

Professional leave should be made available to all librarians who have

career status and have been at Stanford for a minimum of three years.

They should be encouraged to make use of it, particularly in the early

stages of.their careers. A librarian should be eligible for three

months professional leave at full salary, or six months at half salary,

74
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at intervals of three years. The leave may be used for research or

innovation in librarianship or in an academic subject area, or otherwise

to pursue a program of professional development that full time employment

does not permit.

Professional leave is not free time that comes as a matter of course,

like a vacation. There should be a well defined purpose and a written

statement of what the applicant expects to accomplish. Because

increased expertise is a sufficient end in itfelf, the product of this

leave need not be a written or published document of any kind.

Application should be made by the librarian through administrative

channels. At least three copies of the proposal and accompanying forMs

should be made, one for the administration, one for the Committee on

Professional Development of the Librarians' Assembly, and one for the

applicant's records. The Committee on Professional Development should

act in an advisory capacity to the library administration in the

decsion making process.

5. CONTINUING EDUCATION

Continuing education is an important part of professional development.

To a large extent, librarians continue their education through work

experience, contact with co4leagues, and professional reading. However,

it is important that librarians also have the opportunity to pursue

advanced degrees, take courses for credit or audit, and attend workshops

or seminars that are relevant to their professional development. At the
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present time, Stanford librarians have various opportunities to pursue

these activities.

Under the Staff Training Assistance Program (40), two kinds of

assistance are available to. all Stanford librarians: financial

assistance and time off with pay. Up to $50 per quarter is available to

cover tuition and registration costs. If the tuition exceeds $50,per

quarter, the additional costs may be shared by the library and the

librarian. Although there is no written University policy concerning

the amount of time off with pay for exempt employees (which include

librarians), nonexempt employees are allowed up to five hours time off

per week per quarter in pursuing an approved training activity. The

University Libraries policy is to allow 90 hours per year for such

academic work. The Personnel and, ,Employee Relutlons Department stated
r.N\J

that the policy for nonexempt em0616yees could be applied to exempt

employees (41), although the latter are usually responsible for

determining their own hours of time off for continuing education

Stanford librarians also have available to them a Tuition

Reimbursement Program, which provides assistance to Librarians 1 and II

for grachiate study leading to an adyanced degree (42). This plan was

approved at the duly 16, 1969, meeting of the University Library

40) Ibid. Guide Memo 22.11.

41) Judy Moss in conversation with Janice Lane, July 26, 1974.

42) Stanford University. Libraries. Library Administrative
Regulations. (Stanford: 1968+), Regulation no. 17.

76
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Council. The proposed degree program should be in a field that is

relevant to the applicant's professional development.

RECONMENDATIOAk

73

All librarians, regardless of rank, should be encouraged to take

courses, at Stanford 1K at other institutions, for credit or audit, and

to pursue advanced degrees.

As professionals, they should be responsible or determining their own

hours of time kif for purposes of continuing education.

AssiIance, in terms of time and money, should be provided to the

fillies extent possible. Tuition assistance should be available to

libr mans taking courses during professional leaves.

Area of study should not be limited to subjects pertinent to the

individual's present job assignment, but should allow room for growth in

other directions as well.

77
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C. RECOGNITION AND STATUS

There is a need fpr the recognition of librarians at Stanford as

professionals engaged as partners in the educational program and

objectives of the University. The work of librarians is inextricably

tied AO the curricular and academic objectives of the University. The

books they select, the courses they teach and the services they offer

must be compatible with the needs of the researchers, faculty and

students at Stanford. To accomplish these tasks in the most effective

manner it is imperative that librarians establish lines of communication

with the faculty and that they 'be given a voice in the governance of the

University.

The 1972 Stanford Librarians' Questionnaire showed that 56% of the

librarians believed their status at Stanford was inadequate. In the

belief that inadequate status and lack of appropriate recognition impair

the ability of the librarian to to ps effective as possible, the

Commission considered Methods of improvement.

The question of faculty status for librarians continues to be a

controversial one among university librarians themselves as well as

other academic groups. :11 1973 the Council of the American Association

of University Professors and the Association of College and Research

, Libraries adopted the Joint Statement on Faculty Status of College and

University Librarians. The statement justifies faculty status for

university librarians on the basis that
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...all members of the academic community are likely to
become increasingly dependent on skilled professional
guidance in the acquisition and use of library resources as
the forms and numbers of these resources multiply,
scholarly materials appear in more languages,
bibliographical systems become more complicated, and
library technology grows increasingly sophisticated. The
librarian who provide$ such guidance plays a major role in
the learning process:

Librarians perform a teaching and research role inasmuch
as they'instruct students formally and informally and
advise and assist faculty in their scholarly pursuits.

Where the role of college and university librarians ...

requires them to function essentially as part of th
faculty, this fdnctional identity should be recogni d by
granting of faculty status (43).

Although the Commissipn agrees, with these statements concerning

academic librarians, we have not recommended faculty status for Stanford

librarians at this time. According to the 1972 Sanford Librarians'

Questionnaire, only 42% of the librarians felt that faculty status

should be sought (44). It is highly doubtful that either the faculty or

the University administration would grant such a status to Stanford

librarians even if recommended at this time. Furthermore, the

Commission is aware that in most libraries which have attained faculty

status, librarians have had a difficult time advancing beyond the rank

of Assistant Professor because their assignments were not restructured

to allow them time to meet the teaching and research standards required

by their new status. The Commission believes that it is imperative to

43) "Joint Statement on Faculty Status of College and University
Librarians." College and Research Libraries News, no.8 (1972): 209-10.
It was rejected by the third participant, the American Association of
Colleges.

44) However, 56'; felt that faculty status would improve the lot of
librarians; see Appendix III.

79
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restructure jobs as well as raise the appointment criteria for new

staff, before requesting faculty status.

I.' INSTRUCTOR/LIBRARIAN

There are immediate steps that can be taken to improve librarians'

status at Stanford and to assure appropriate recognition. For example,

all librarians who teach courses ipould be given academic titles and

rank:' Currently, some librarians whose courses are sponsored by an

academic depaftment are granted the_title of Lecturer and will be

members of the adjunct professoriate when the recommendations of the

Report of the Committee on the Professoriate are implemented. The

librarians who teach Library I are not given any title because the

University Libraries is not an academic department.

RECOMMENDATION 18

All librarians who teach formal courses should be given academic title

and rank, at least during their term of appointment. For those

librarians teaching courses not sponsored by an academic department,

ranks and titles could be granted through the Humanities Special

Programs.

2. ACADEMIC COUNCIL

The status of librarians and their potential for contributing to the

educational goals of the University could be further improved if more
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librarians were members of the Academic Council (45). Academic Council

membership has been sought by and denied to other professionals, and the

Commissibn is aware of the rationale for limiting membership in this

body to the teaching faculty. However, there are some librarians who

teach courses and others who act as freshthan adVors. There are

librarians who select bdoks for the research collection and those who

work closely with the students and faculty in helping them to locate the

bibliographical sources and information they seek. In fact, i-h

librarians atStanford have an interest in and a contr'ibu'tion to make

oward discussions of the Curriculum issues and educational policy of

]r

he University.

RECOMMENDATION 19

kIn order to facilitate communicat:on, to improve relationships with

the faculty, and to give librarians a 'more direct voice in the

governance of the University, the Commission recommends that

representation of librarians in the Academic Council be increased. To

achieve this an ad hoc committee of the Librarians' Assembly should be

estab}'ished to work out appropriate criteria and methods.

45) At ()resent, only two librarians are members of the Academic
Council: David C. Weber, by virtue of his post as Director of
University Libraries, and Professor J. Myron Jacobstein because he is a
Professor of Law in addition to being the Law Librarian.

til
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3. UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES

Currently, librarians are invited toserve on University Committees,

Presidentiil Committees and subcommittees of the Academic Council. Such

service prdvides librarians with a broader perspective of the academic

community bi giving them the opportunity to work with members of the

administration, faculty, and student body in conducting the complex

business of /he University. I.

RECOMMENDATION 20 ,.

The Commission recommends that the practice of appointing librarians

to University Committees be continued and%increased to give more

librarians this type of opportunity to serve the academic community. In

addition, librarians should be invited to participate fully on the

committees of the Academic Council.

4. FACULT? RELATIONSHIPS

In an academic environment such as Stanford University, continuing'

interaction', cooperaticn and good relationships between members of the

faculty and librarians are essential for building relevant collections

and for providing appropriate levels of librry service to a university

community. Where such relationships are strongest, the collections and

the Ikbrary services match well the needs of the faculty.and students.

Where they are weak or nonexistent, problems tend to arise-which are

costly to the university and frustrating for all concerned.
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At Stanford ,:he branch librarians, curators and librarians in the

graduate school (Medicine, Law, and Busjnes,) have the closest ties

with the faculty. Some librari4nS are invited to departmen4fPfaculty

meetings. The Commission believes that such relationships are mutually

beneficial; librarians are made aware of the needs o; the faculty and

faculty learn which libra-y'services are available to them and have a

better understa.idinq of th olems the libraries face.

However, increasing librarian-faculty interaction is difficult for

several reasons. The jobs of most 1.90--arians are so structured that

theyare scheduled to spend most Of their time in the library and there

is little opportunity for professional interaction with the faculty

outside the library envi;onment. Oppbrtunities for contact on a social

level are even more limited. For example, Librarians I and II are

excluded from membership in the Faculty Clut. Although some librarians

teach classes, they are not allowed to be members of the Academic

Librarians III and IV are no 'ionger eligible for campus

housing.

RECOMMENDATION 2)

The Commission believes that it ice, important for librarians to

take the initiative in increasi-on faculty-librarian contact. One way in

which this could he accomplished is by appointing a librarian

(preferably one with an advanced subject degree) as a selector for each

academic department. The librarian and the faculty could discuss

library needs and problems and corrunicate any new program or
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specialties which Might have an impact on their mutual areas of

interest. Such dialogue, even in a formal way, would lead

to better understanding and the accomplishment of common goals.

sr
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D. EQUALITY AND UNIFORMITY

Throughout their deliberations, the Commission members emphasized that

koi
special effort must b made to insure equality of opportunity and

uniformity of standards for librarians in all libraries at Stanford.

This emphasis led to two special studies, with recommendations,

regahling 1) tne status of women in the professjon and 2) the Coordinate

Libraries.

1. STATUS OF WOMEN IN LIBRARIANSHIP

Studies on sex discrimination in libraries, such as the one undertaken

at the University of California at Berkeley (46), have demonstrated that

librarians are often the lowest paid professional group in a university

because librarianship is considered a woman's profession. The Berkeley

study proved that librarians were paid substantially less than

professionals with comparable educational requirements who were

performing jobs traditionally designated as men's work (47).

46) California. University. Library Affirmative Action Pr:gram for
Women Committee. Report on the Status of Women Employed in the Library
of the University of California, Berkeley, with Recommendations for
Affirmative Action. (Berkeley: 1971).

47) University of California librarians at Berkeley received a salary
range adjustment of 5.45% at all steps plus an additional sum
Aistributed from an inequity fund which was approved in the state budget
last year. The new scale was effective July 1, 1974 (See Table 4).
One argument in their inequity case was the fact that librarians were
the lowest paid University of California academicemployees. Another
argument was sex discrimination, the facts of which may be found in the
Report on the Status of Women Employed in the Library of the University
of CaliTornia, Berkeley.

r
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In addition, the Berkeley study showed that there was de facto

discrimination within the library against the promotion of women.

Despite the fact that well over half the librarians were women, there

were few women in top administrative levels at Berkeley. If one views

large academic libraries as a whole in the United States, few women have

attained the level of Director (48). This pattern exists at Stanford

where there is the same imbalance in the top administrative level, which

contains one woman and six men. Women .outnumber men by about twenty

percent, but men hold the higher positions.

A cursory examination of 973/74 men's and women's salaries in the

University Libraries system reveals that women are in fact paid less

than men (See Table 8). Both the average and median salaries are lower

for women in Librarian III and IV ranks than for men, even though the

women have greater average and median years of applicable experience.

While the average and median salaries of women closely correlate, those

of men show wide variances Indicating that more men are paid above the

average in Librarian III and IV ranks than are paid below.

In 1970/71, professional women at Stanford were studied in r- report on

the status of women (49). Inexplicably, though the report aimed at

comprehensiveness, librarians were not considered. While the Commission

was unable to make an intensive investigation, several ideas and a

48) Blankenship, W.C. "Head Librarians: How Many Ten? How Many

Women?" College .and Research Libraries 28 (1967): 41-48.

49\ Stanford University. "Affirmative Action at Stanford University;

Policies: 1972/73 Report, 1973/74 Priorities." Campus Report, v.6,

no.12 (Dec: 5, 1973).

116
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TABLE 8

1'913/74 Stanford University Libraries
Librarians' Salaries

a

Rank Average

Salary
Median

Years of Applicable Exp.
Average Median

2 2MEN 'LI 9,000 --1T000
LII 11.160 10,900 8 8.25

LIII 12,882 13,000 11 9.25

LIV 16,737 17,100 27.3 .26.5

WOMEN LI 9,240 9,30L 2.7 2.5

LII 10,858 10,900 8.7 7.75

LIII 12,483 12,500 14.7 15

LIV 14,480 14,500 25.1 29

tentative conclusion are worth consideration. -Women traditionally have

had lower career goals and expectations. Assertive behavior on the part

of women has general l.!, neither been encouraged nor accepted.

Administrators have tended to overlook the managerial abilities of women

and to assume such abilities in their male colleages. Universities are

male-dominated institutions. The available data lead us to believe

that, for many reasons, women librarians at Stanford are not achieving

their full potential, to their own and Stanford libraries' detriment.

RECOMMENDATION 22

The University Affirmative Action Officer, an unbiased source outside

the libraries, stv,uld,be formally requested to review the situation of

women in all the Stanford University libraries. The Librarians'

Assembly should appoint an ad hoc Committee on Affirmative Action to

investigate the status and problems of librarians who are women and/or

members of minority groups, and this committee should report'its

findings and recommendations to the A'Ssembly.
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2. COORDINATE LIBRARIES

The coorenate library system at Stanford, while instrumental in

developing specialized research collections, primarily exists to

distribute budgetary responsibility (50).. In a private university where

competition for operating funds is intense, the coordinate system allows

specialized libraries to concentrate upon sources of funds closest in

interest to their specific fields. Although autonomous operation in

fund raising, collection development, and service may be desirable,

close coop,,ration among Stanford libraries must be maintained in order

to insure tree most effective utilization of library and University

resources.

The libraries' policies are coordinated in the University Library

Council, an administrative panel established by the President of the

University. The Council consists of the top administrative officer(s)

of each library plus one or two students nominated by the Senate of the

Associated Students of Stanford University. It is an advisory group

which, according to its charge, "should be expected to maximize
V

opportunities for joint operation and co-operative arrangements that

will minimize duplication, competition, overlapping and gaps in

collecting and acquisition practices and maximize access to all

infortrfation resources in the libraries of Stanford University" (51).

50) See Appendix VIII for fuller information.

51) Charge to the University Library Council, Stanford, 1972.

tJ8
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The body specifically charged with coordinating collection development

is the Acquisition Council, a subgroup of the University Library

Council. Its members, librarians primarily responsible for selection,

meet quarterly.

There is no official body with responsibility to establish and

maintain professional standards for all librarians at Stanford. Since

each of the library systems is a separate administrative entity, with

the chief administrator reporting directly to a different University

officer (See Table 9), it is natural that variations in standards and

their application have evolved. There is a need for more coordination

in this area, to develop professional standards which are clearly

stated and consistently applied among librarians at Stanford.

There are few service standards which currently apply to all of the

Stanford libraries. For example, there are no minimum standards

regarding hours of business, availability of professional service, or

(1r

the kinds of services offered. This lack of standardi ation can prove

frustrating to the library user.

The specialization of the Coordinate Libraries is an asset to the

University. However, with the increase of interdisciplinary studies,

library patrons and librarians alike frequently must use the resources

of more than one library, even during the course of a single project.

In order for librarians to provide maximum access to all resources it is

important that they have substantial information about the collections

and policies of campus libraries other than the one in which they work.
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1ABLE 9
Administrative Structure of the Libraries a tanford

President of the University

-Director of the Hoover Institution

-Asscciate Director in Charge of Library Operations

-Vice President and Provost

-Director of University Libraries

-Dean of the Graduate School of Business

I-Director of the J. Hugh Jackson Library of Business

-Dean of the School of Law

I-Law Librarian

-Dean of the School of Medicine

1-Director of the Lane Medical Library

-Director of SLAG

'- Technical Information Officer

Director of the Food Research Institute

1-Librarian

This information has not been available to all librarians in a ,

systematic manner.

One source or such information is printed material. A number of

library guides, collection surveys, and bibliographies have beeh

published by Stanford libraries. The Book Selection Policies Manual,

issued in 1970 and covering all campus libraries, is an invaluable tool

for librarians, whatever their job assignment. Unfortunately the

existence of these various guides is often not widely known in all the

'4
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libraries. The Bulletin of the Stanford University Libraries, a
0

newsletter distributed to all campus libraries, is readily available to

all librarians. However its scope is limited almost eXClusively to

matters of immediate concern to the Stanford University Libraries

systew, despite efforts by its editorial board to solicit news items

from the Coordthate Libraries.

0

Some information abaut other Stanford libraries is gained by

librarians through informal rather than formal means of communication.

Some contacts occur in the course of job duties, especially for

librarians involved in collection development or public service.

Informal contacts are hampered by the administrative and geographical

separation of the Coordinate Libraries.

SULA has as one of its goals increased and enhanced communication

among librarians in all the Coordinate Libraries. Its primai'y emphasis

has been on discussion of professional concerns as they directly affect

Stanford librarians. To the extent at interested librarians have

joined the organization ana participated in its activities, it has

succeeded in fostering communication. However, membership is voluntary

and the group has no real power. Attemptsto act as a voice for

librarians and to influence library and University decisions regarding

them have met with failure. Despite the large amounts of energy

expended' by dedicated members, this lack of clout has resulted in

decreased interest in SULA.
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Contact with other librarians and knowledge of other libraries is also

facilitated by orientation programs. Although an extensive orientation

program has recently been established for librarians in the University

Libraries system, most other librarians' overview of Stanford library

collections and,policies is still dependent on individual imagination

and initiative and on the conditions determined by their job assignment.,

RECOMMENDATION 23

I. The standards and procedures for appointment, promotion, security

of employment, and grievanceoshould be uniformly applied to all

librarians at Stanford regardless of their place of assignment.

The Committee on Appointment, Promotion, and Security of

Employment of the Librarians' Assembly should oversee the uniform

application of this recommendation.

2. Becall of the belief that standards are important in assuring

consistency and quality of service among the libraries, the

Commission recommends that a committee of the Librarians' Assembly

be established (the Committee on Public and Technical Services) to

propose minimum standards of service.

3. A formal University interlibrary orientation program, run by the

Librarians' Assembly, should be established to enable librarians

to learn more about Stanford early in their employment (52).

52) See Section IV.B.1.
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4. The Librarians' Assembly, to which all librarians would belong,

should also further the exchange of information and ideas and

encourage all librarians at Stanford to *ork together toward

common goals (53).

53) See Section II.

93
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V. IMPLEMENTATION

This report encompasses a broad range of issues, many of which require

action beyond the scope of individual library administrations. The

Commission recommends the immediate establishment of a Librarians'

'Assembly, which should then work together with the libraries'

administrations in implementing this report's recommendations.

If general agreement among Stanford's librarians exists for. the

creation of a Librarians' Assembly, then the Director of University

Libraries, with the assistance of the University Library Council and

syLA, should appoint a committee of five librarians (three from the

University Libraries and two from the Coordinate Libraries) to develop

the bylaws of the Assembly (to include the size of the Executive Board,

the duties of its members and the method of electing its chairperson).

In addition, that comMittee should serve As a nominating committee for

the first Executive Board of the Assembly. The committee should hold

weekly open meetings during its development of the bylaivs, an the

agenda could be Pos,1 several days in advance of each meeting. Any

librarian should be allowed to address the committee on the topic un4r

discussion. As soon as possible, and before December, 1975, there

should be a ,general election by all Stanford librarians on the bylaws

and the Executive Board.

r
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One of the first actions of the 6ibrarians' Assembly should be the

development of a, peer review system with its attendant criteria for

promotion and appointment based upon the guidelines provided by this

report. The peer review procedure should be operational for the41976

L

librarians' evaluation profess.

The librarians' classification system should also be revised in

accordance with the criteria outlined in the recommendations of Section

IV.A.3, and all perquisites and benefits should be granted equally to

librarians beyond the probationary stage. In no instance should the

perquisites, rank, or salary of a librarian be reduced by any changes

made in the classification system. The 'imposed system is subjEzt to

revision and approval by the Librarians' Assembly and subsequent

.4approval and implementation by the University Library Council. In-
.

addition, the Librarians' Assembly should be responsible for the

continued evaluation and development of the system through a peer review

of all appointments and promotions. The Librarians' Aisembly should

also develop more deviled criteria for promotion.

The Director of University'Librariesiand the Directors of the

Coordinate Libraries, in cooperation with the Academic Council Committee

on Libraries and the Librarians' Assembly, should begin the necessary

procedures as soon'as possible to implement Commission recommendations

approved by librarians. The general improvement of the librarians'

condition at Stanford will, th-. Commission believes, increase the

effectiveness of the libraries' services.

0.16.
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Finally, the Commission suggeasts that a progress report should be made

k

in six months to all Stanford librarians on the implementation of its

recommendations. This report should be made by the Director of

University Libraries in cooperation with the Librarians' Assembly or

with the comMittee appointed to develop its bylaws in the event that the

Assembly is not yet operational. This report should be printed in the

)

Library Bulletin in early autumn, 1975, and distributed to all Stanford

librarians.

e
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CHARGE TO THE

`s, .COMMISSION ON LIBRARIANSHIP
AT STANFORD
May 22, 1972

After reviewing developments regarding the status of librarians during
the last.few yeart and with the specific encouragement of the Stanford
University Librarians Association and the University Libriry.Council,
the Director. ef the University Libraries is- creating a Commission on
Librarianship at Stanford to-examine the role and statusjof librarians

at the University, including:
professional relationships within the University,
means of 'facilitating th# effective use of librarians,
suitable recognition of he services of librarians to the community,
aspects of appointment,.promotiontand perquisites,
involvement of librarians in formal and informal. teaching, and ()tiler

aspects of their working environment.

There will also be raised the question of the most effective forum or
organization through which librarians can,as individuals and as a

',university professional group, share in concern 'for and contribution to
higher education, research, and institutional governance and
development.

4

The report on librarianship at Stanford and the recommendations
leading Co a properly effective professional-stature, ibould be a
landmark document.at Stanford. In general, it should deal with the
following matters:

1) A "statement,of neea" which treats of-two basic issues:
(a) -the recognition pf libraMans as profestionials engaged as

partners in the educational program and objectives of the
University, and

(b) a means of facilitating suitable librarian participation in
University academic, and administrative concerns.

2) The identification and analysis of various employment-
relationships that give meaning to the status of an individual
librarian% position classification, compensation; research
leaves, working titles, job security, and employment benefits.

3) An analysis of the various collective relationships or
organizationalwunits that might be formed to give meaning to
librarianship within the university environment - professional
status, committee membership, a library assembly, a librarians
association, or a iitieery department.

, .

4) A set of conclusions and a compitighensive list of recommendations
for action that will achieve a suitable working environment fot
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librarians, with procedures for implementing, the recommendations
clearly specified.

The Commission will be composed of twelve persons and may be divided
into task forces for the several inquiries. For special assistance they
will be able, with the approval and assistance of the Associate DireCtor:
of Libraries, to co-opt other individuals within StanfOrd librarianship
or in other professional positions in the university. As a general rule
the Commission members may expect to spend froM one to \two hours a week
of their on time to meet of work on the assignment. Brief-absences
from the-Commission 'are to be expected; absences of longer nature, due
to a variety of causes, will result in the Director's'appointment to the
Commission of an alternate member.

Only the over-all time frame can be presented at this time. Hopefully`
the Commission will complete its task within twelve to fourteen months.
Formal action by -flibrarians will precede the presentation of the report
tothe University administration;'implementation should occur as soon as
possible thereafter.

Perscns who have agreed to serve on the Commission are the following:
Mr. Garrett H. Bowles, Chairman - Librarian III, Catalog Department
Miss Judith A. Moomaw, Vice-Chairman - Librarian III, Catalog

Department

Mr. Robert H. Breyfogle, Librarian II, Catalog Department
Mrs. Sandra K. Korn, Librarian III, Government bocument Department
Miss, Janice M. Lane, Librarian I, Meyer Memorial Library (Reference)
Miss Coralia Serafim, Librarian II, Hoover Institution (Reference)
Miss April D. Stenzel, librarian II, Law Library (Catalog Department)
Miss Carol Turner, Libra -ian II, Reference Department
Kr. William P. Allan, Librarian III, Reference Department
Miss Jean L. Finch, Librarian III, Art and Architecture Library
sir' Frederick C. Lynden, Librarian III, Acquisition Department
Mr. Jack Plotkin, Librarian IV, Central Circulation and Reference

Department

.1
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APPENDIX II

PROFESIONAL SALARY ADJUSTMEN1S - PRESENT PRACTICES, MARCH 19, 1974,
by Earl BOrgeson, Associate Directcr, Stanford University1Libraries.

1. The amount of m6dgy for Salary ,adjust , professional staff -is

part of the salary budget'request of .rsonnel & Employee
Relations Department presented to the Board of Trustees. The

Director of LibFaries can and does provide the Provost and P & ER
with comparative salary data and other justifications for use in
such budget presentations. . This. data includes salary information
from:ALA, ARL, Seveti Jiniversitif'Group, LhectZiversity of California,
Berkeley and Los'Angeles, the California Si, teKtiniversities, and
others as available.

,2. When the Board of Trustees acts upon the recommendations made and
authorizes a 6ercemtage for the improvement of the various salary
bases, the F & ER Department and the Director's Office verify the
,current budget base, applL the approved percentage and a rive at the
number of dollars" to be available for professional sala
adjustments. Actually, the proadure is not quite that imple,
this will'suffice as a description of the general routine.

3. Library supervisors and staff members prepare, and Department Chiefs
review the performance appraisal form for each staff member.
Department Chiefs and AssiStant Directors review Only the appraisals
of those persons working in their respeCtive units.

Directors also review the files along with all documents a staff
member might haVe placed in their individual files (notice of
publications, reports of trips, attendance at meetings,
commendations, courses completed, and so on). Factors are noted
that indicate any variation. in what might be characterized as an
individual's normal satisfactory job performance avid professional
growth.

4. Atthe same time, each DepartMent Chief is asked to recommend a
current performance rating for each staff member as satisfactory,
more than, or less than satisfactory. They are also askec t this
time to recommend (a) change of status because of changes in job
assignment or (b),change of status because of marked professional
growth.

5. A preliminary calculation of Ajustments in terms of percentage
values assigned to the various factors noted above, is made by the
Associate Director and the Director. The total of those adjustments
is tested against the amount of money available for salary
improvement.

sa
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6. EachAesistant Dirktor and Department Chief is then askgd to review

the tentative increments;.discussions a held to bring all factor

:12"
to tear on the cecision;-a consensus is ched; arid the total of

all pdividual increments must be mad equal the funds available

for increases. Ordinarily, then, three to five persons snare i
this determination of a salary adjustment for any one stiff member..

Aen that final set of figures lhas been-determined, the 41
recommendations are reviewed with the Prov6st's Office for agreement
with !nlversity'pollc, and salary adjustment guidelines. -,

. ,

8. When the recommendations are thus verified, approved ip writing and
submitted to accounting, the preparation process ends, except for
dispatch of indiOdual notices by-the Dir'ector's Office. These too,

are'routed through the Assistant Directors and Department Chiefs for
a final accuracy check before delivery to each individual. To the

extent that explanations are neededt the Departmenhiefs are now
fully informed so that they can provide answers. Questions can, and '

do, come to the Director's Office, of course.

9. The timingol"this process is governed by the date the Trustees
approve'the budget and the schedules of P & ER and the Provost's
Office for their data preparation 480 reviews. Library routines

move along independently, but until all of these procedures are
completed throughout theUniversity, individual library staff
notices cannot be distributed.

0
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APPENDIX III

STANFORD LIBRARIANS' QUESTIONNAIRE
November 10, 1972

NOTE: Percentages are given in terms of the 109 returns and may not
equal 100% because of multiple responses or no response to a question.

1. Do you work-in the Uniyersity Libraries? 68 (63%)

Or a Coordinate Library? 40 (36%)
Other: 1 (1 %)' -

2. Rank: Librarian I - 8 (7%)

Librarian II - 39 (36%)

. Librarian III - 28 (26%).
Librarian IV - 13 (12%)
Other - 20 (19%)

(

3. Type of position: public- services - 41 (38%)

technicil services - 46 (43%)

other - 20 (19%)

4 Age: under 25 - 3 (3%)
25-35 - 29 (27%)
35-45 - 26 (24%)
45-55 - 24 (22%)
55-65 - 22 (20%)

IS over 65 - 4 (4%)

5. Sex: male - 50 (46%)
female - 59 (54%)

6. Academic degree held (please check all held):

BA/BS - 95 (88%) .

MA/MS - 42 (39%)
Ph.D. - 9 (8%)
MLS or equivalent in librarianship - 86 (80%)

Other - 10 (9%)

7. Language abilities (languages read or spoken):

rrenq0 - 78 (7'2%)

German -
-1

3 '09%)
Italian 24 (22%)

Russian - 17 (15%)
Soanish - 38 (35%)
None- 19 (17%)
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8. Are you presently working on an advanced degree?
Yes 8. (7%)

No 101 03%)

9. Have you taken/Stanford courses while working in the Stanford
libraries?
Credit - 10 (9%)
Audit - 40 (37%)
No - 51 (47%)

10. Have you participated in library, other work-related workshops,
conferences, etc.?
.Yes.- C7 (81%)
No.- 23 (21%)

11. Have you taken other courses, training, etc.?
Credit 25 (23%)
Audit 20 (19%)
No 35 (32%)

12. How many years.have you worked' as a professional librarian at
Stanford? Not tabulable

13. Number of years as ,a professional librarian in other libraries:
None; University and res,ear0; College; Jr. College; iblic;
Spetial; Other. - Not tabulable

14. Number of years of work experience before becoming a professional
librarian. Type of work. - Not tabulable

15. Are you currently employed elsewhere? Yes - 13 (12%); No - 97 (90%)
Librarian?; Teacher?: Other? -.Not tabulable
Reason: Not tabulable

16. Library.related activities (last 5 years):
Courses taught - 24 (22%)
Publications 40 (370)
Consulting - 27 (25%)

17. NA-library related activities (last 5 years),:
Courses taught - 11 (10')
Publications 14 (13%)

Consulting - 27 (25;)

r- 18. Association membership (please specify) Officer Comm. member

American Library Association 26 (24%) 3 (3%) 8 (7%)
61Tfornia Library Association - 29 (27%) 6 (6%)

Special Library Association - 24 (22%) 5 (5%)

Other librar essociations - Not tabulated
Amer. Assn. of Univ. Profs. - 7 (6%) 1 (1 %)

Other scholarly or professional associations Not tabulated
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19. What were the main things that brought you to Stanford?
The job: 53
The area: 45'
-Status of Stanford University: 12
Advancement opportunities: 8
Spouse: 7

20. Does your own education and work experience match well with your
current job? Yes - 90 (83%);. No - 13 (12%)

21. Are you interested in Stanford's offering opportunities to increase
your professional competence?
On-the-job training: Yes - 68 (63%); No - 31 (29%)
Short courses or workshops offered by the library: Yes - 75 (69%);

No - 26 '(24%)

Credit courses or institutes offered by Stanford or other
institutions: Yes 72 (67%); No-- 22 (20%)

Work experience An other departments of the Stanford libraries:
Yes =54 (50%), No - 45 (42%)

22.. Do you feel that Stanford. offers adequate opportunities for
professional development? Yes - 47 (44%); No - 55(51%)

23. Do you feel that Stanford offers adequate encouragement fOr
professional development? Yes - 43 (40%); No - 60 (56%)

. Do you.feel,that the libraries at Stanford discriminate in terms
of salary against:
women? 32 (30%)
minorities? 10 ,(9%)

other? 10 (9%)

25. Do-you feel. that the librariet at Stanford discriminate in terms
of promotionagathst:
women? 42 (39%)
minorities? 12 (11%)
other? 11 (10%)

26:Do you desire to advance to a higher rank in the Stanford Libraries?
Yes - 76 (70%)
No - 38 (35%)

27. Do you feel you have been underclassified?
Yes - 26 (24%)
No - 77 (71%)

28. Do you feel it is possible to advance to a higher rank in'your
current position?
Yes - 38 (35%)
No - 63 (58%)

Need more education/training- 11 (10%)
_Must become an administrator - 24 (22%) .

Must transfer.to another department - 11 (10%)
Other - 14 (13%)

113



29. Pyre you mitisfied with the scope/Of ydi job?
Yes 72 (67%) 4

No 34(31%)
If not, would yoA prefer your job to be:
-broader in scope (e.g., offer 6ements of both technical and public

services)? - 20 (19%)
narrower in scope (e.g., allow you to concentrate on areas in which

you are most competent)? - 12 (11%)

30. Does your position require your doing an unreasonable amount of
clerical 'work?
Yes - 75 (69%)
No 23 (21%)

If yes, could this work be redistributed with the current staff?,;.,
Yes - 8 7%)
No = 13 (12%)

.31. Do you participate in detsions that affect nu
Yes - 81 (75%)
No-- 27 (25%)

2. Do your phySical surroundings and "facilities contribute to the
efficient performance of your work?
Yes - 37 (34%1

. No 69 (64%)

33. Do you feel that lines of communication need improvement:
between you and your 1111brau administration?

Yes - 60 (56%); No - 36 (33%)
between you and your department head? Yes - 27 (25%); No 62,(57%)

between you and your staff? Yes - 18 (17%); No - 6.7 (62%)

between you and your olleagues? Yes - 32 (30%); No - 65 (60%)
between the Main Library and other Stanford libraries?

Yes - 34 (31%); Nor 28 126%) .

34. Do you feel that means of communication (memos, grapevine etc.)

are adequate
between you and your library administrati ?

Yes - 38 (35%); No 58 (54%)
betWeen you and your department head? Yes - 67 (62%); No - 26 (24%)
between you and your staff? Yes - 71 (66%)1 No - 15 (14%)
between you and your colleagues? Yes - 69 (64%); No - 24 (22%)
between the Main Library and other Stanford libraries2

Yes 34 (31%); No - 49 (45%)

35. Do you feel that the library functions as a major force in the
inte119ctual life of the community? Yes - 60 (56%Y; No-- 40 (37%)

36. Do you think the campus community is adequately aware'of the
resources and services offered by the libraries?
,1/4 Yes - 21 (20%); No 72 (67%) )

\
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37. Which services offered by thelibrary should be strengthened?
. 'Answers'(examples) No.'offreplies

,Reference services / --18

Better catalog .
rt\. . : ii ,

Serial records - _8

Classes in bibliography 6

"Dissemination of (information aboutLthe.library 5
..,,

38. Do you feel the-libraries pave a proper balance between technical .

servi-ces and public services? Yes - 38 (35%); No - 32 (30.)

39. &Q-'librarians Nave a teaching function?
Yes - 83 (77%); No -.18 (17%)

40. Do you feel that the status of librar§ins at Stanford is adequate?
Yes - 32'(30%); No - 61 (56%)

41. Do you feel'that the salary of librarians at Stanford is4dequate?
Yes.- 29 (27%); No - 71 (66%).

42. Do feel that benefiti granted to Stanford librarians.are

ad Yes = 56 (52%); No -.47 (44%)

4i. Do'you think that faculty status would improve the lot of
librarians? Yes 60 (56%); No - 44 (41%)

44. Do you think librarians at Stanford should seek faculty status?
Yes --45 (42 %); No - 52 (48%)

.45. Are you interested.im,taking advantage of library released time to

work toward an 'advanced degree? 35 (32%)
engage in research and publication? 53 (40%)
serve on piversity committees? 42. (39%)
teach? 31 (29%)

A

46. Do you feel that unionization would improve the lot of librarians?
Yes 27 (25%); No - 69 (63%); Maybe - 2 (2%)

47.. Rank each ofthe following on a scale of 1 (high) to 5 (low)
priority as areas in which improvements could be made for Stanford
librarians:

1 higher salaries
2 time off/funds for study, research, and publicatioQ (e.g.,

sabbaticatilleave)
0 3 flexible time schedule

4 time off/funds for participatiom in professional activities.
5 insurance (health, dental, etc.)
6' faculty privileges (parking, on-campus housing, etc.)
7 Job security
8 nine-month appointment
9 "retirement.benefits

10 different evaluation system
11 membership in academic council, academic committees-
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APPENDIX IV

LIBRARIANS' STATUS QUEStIONNAIRE
September 8, 1972

The results-Of the questionnaire sent to selected academic libraries
follow the coded list of respondants arranged by collection size.* .

11, Harvard University
2. Yale University
3. University of Illinois
4. -Colpmbia University
5. University of California, Berkeley
6. Cornell University
7. 'Stanford University
8. Indiana University
9. University of Minnesota
10. Princeton University
11. Northwestern 'university
12. New York University'
13. Michigan State University,
14. University of North Carolina
15. University of Pittsburgh
16. University of Kansas
17.jennsylvania State University
18. University of Florida
19. University of Oklahoma .

20. University of MastaGliusetts
21. University of Oregon
22. University of .Hawaii (non-ARL member)

1. How many hours a 4eek are the librarians required to work?
unspecified 6, 18, 19

35 = 1, 4, 12
36.5 = 10
37. = 2, 8, 11, 15, 20
39 = 3, 14

40 = 5, ;, 9, 13, 16, 17, 21, 22

,2. Do librarians work less than a twelve-month year?
no = all respondants

* Association of Research Libraries. Academic Library Statistics,

1972/73. (Washington: 1973).
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3. HoW many breaks are allowed per day?

)

open = 4, 17'v 18, 21

2 (20 min. ea.) = 19

.

2 (15 in. ea.) =-. all others

2 (1071in. ea.) = 22

.
\\

Y4

4., How many vacation days per year for lanarians?
k

30 days = 1, 12, 44.,:19

Z6Aays = 2
24Ndays = 5, 16, 17

'.23 days = 3, 4, 11, 15, 21

22 days = 6, 8-10, 13, 18, 20

21 days = 22-4

20 days = 7 -

A

How many days of vacation can a librarian cumulate? ..

opelk= 1, 9
. .-

.1 ,

permissiorr= 3

f
.none = 2, 8, 10,.12-16, 19, 21 a .

5. How many days sickjeave per year for librarians?

open = 1, _, 9, 10, 13, 16, 17, 21

90 = 22

2 years '5 -7, 18, 20

30 = 11,17.1

30

21

= 19
= 22

20 = 2

15 = 3, 20

14 =-14
12 = 5, 6, 8, 12, 15

11 = 7

' 6 = 18

L 12 for 1st year then 1 month =11

How many days of sick leave can a librarian cumulate?

no limit = 5, 7, 12, 14, 20, 22

6 months =,3, 13
69 = 6
60 = 8
30 = 10, 11, 19

6, Are librarians paid

weekly =-.20
semi-monthly = 6, 7, 9, 18, 22

monthly = all others

7

-S

1
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7. Are librarians allowed'to take classes (or work toward an advanced
degree) on library time?

no = 2, 8, .9, 14

yes = all others
If yes, does the library pay thP,tuition or fee?

waived or .1.00%

1 class/quarter =
depends or class =

, partly =
75% =
50% =
'no =

3,

18

1

8

17

5,

2,

6,

19

10,

12,

11,

20,

13,

22

14, 16, 21

8: Are the librarians eligible to recei;fittravel expenses for
participation in professional organiAtions, workshops-, etc.?

partial = 8

yes = all others
,

'9: Are the following kinds of insurance available to librarians?
unemployment = all except 3, 14, 18, 19

life = all
dental:= 3, 22

disability = all except 2-4, 6, 13
medical = 01

How much does the employer contribute?'
$300.00/year = 13
$197.28/year = 7
$192.00/year = 5
$144.00/year = 15
$125.00/year = 16
$120.00/year = 14,.21
$119.76/year = 18
$60.00 /year = 22

100% = 3, 9(1 person), 10 (Major Medical), 17
75% = 20
60% = 2 (Yale Plan, 35% to Blue Cross)
50% = 1
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10. Which of the followilng retirement plans are available to
librarians?
Social Security = all except'3,' , 20

TIAA/CREF = 1, 2, 6-8 10-10,4 19, 21

state d'ployees = 3, 14, -22

private = -5 6, 9
How much does the employer contribute?
variable = 14, 15, 21

100.0% 5 6 (private plan)
;

75.0% = 10
15.0% = 1,2

12.5% = I
12.0% = 6 (state) )4 -1

10.0% = 2, 6 {TIAA/CREF), 11, 13
8.36 %. = 5 \
7.8% = 22 -

6.25% = 18
9

-6.0% = 16,

5.5% = 17'y
3.5% = 9 (to $5,00Q, 14% above $k,000)
3.0% = 19 (TIAA/CA5F)

11. At what age is the librarian required to start paying toward
retirement? '.

not required = 1, 2, .8, 15

30 years old = 10; 11
35 years old = 4, 7, 13
employed:

beginning = 5, 9, 12, 14, 17-20, 22
& months = 21
1 year = 16

3 years = 3, 6

12. Ise there a tax-free annuity plan available for librarians?
no = 1, 8, 11, 12, 14-16

yes = all others

13. Do librarians have faculty status?
yes ='3, 6, 9, 15 -19, 21, 22
no = all others

1

14. Can librarians join the ficulty club?
none = 22
yes = all others ('7: LIII and above only)

15. Are librailans eligible for membership in the academic senate
yes = 3, 4, 6, 9, 10; 12, 15-22
some = 1

no =.all others

4
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16. Do librarians 'tease faculty pariiini privileges?
none = 12

no = _5

LIII and above = 7
no response = 2

yes = all others

17. Ii parking free on campus?
yes = 7, 10, 17
no =-all others

'If no, how much is the fee? -

$5.00 - $300.00

18. Are librarians eligible for sabbatical leave?
, no = 1, 2, 7, 11, 1.4., 18

yes = all others

19. Do liburians have tenure? ,

yes = 3, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16-19,21, 22
no = all others

20. Are librarians organiied into a local professional organization
-other than social?

yes.= 2;43, 5, 6,.8, 11,, 12, 15, 19, 22
no.= 1; 4, 7, 9, 10, 14, 16-18, 20

21. Is there a union 1.i.brArians may join?
yes =5, 8, 9 .

no = all others

-6 ---/
22. How are your li6ra,-1iams ranked and what is, the salary range for

each rank'? X indicates rank used,'but no salary range .

provided.)

U.of Illinois' U.of Minn. U.cf N.C.
Instructor 8,500+ 11,568+ ' X

Assistant Professor .11,000+ 12,710+ X

Associate Professor 13,450+ no min/max X

/
.

. n v

,

Professor 17,100 u

r . .

U.of Kansas Oklahoma- U,of Oregon
Instructor 7,900 min. , 8,500-9,500 8,916-10,584
Senior Instructor
Assistant Professor X

Associate Professor X

Professor

9,64410,642
8,500-18,500 11;208-1,420
10,100-15,800 13,680-14,752
22,200-24,000 17,400-19,405

Harvard Stanford F)rincetofi Northwestern
Librarian I X 8,600-9,000 8,400+ 9,000-9,500
Librarian II X 9,700-11,300 9,200+ 9,400-10,800
Librarian III X 10,900-15,800 10,400+ 10,300-13,060
Librarian IV 13,900-20,000 11,200-17,500

a
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Librarian I
Librarian II
Librarian III
Librarian IV
Librarian'V

4

Yale
8e00+
9,000+

10,000+
12,000+
14,000+

U.of Pitt.
8,000+
9,500+
11,000+'
13,000+
15,000+

U:of Mass.
8,800-11,700
9,900-13,600

11,500-16,200
14,100+
,17,209+ 0

U.of Cal. U.of Florida U.of Indiana
Atsistent Librarian 8,280-11,652 8,15Q-11,200 X

Associate Librarian 10,824-15,204 9,200-13,700 X

Librarian 14,496-18,396 12,900-19,700 X

'/Junior Librarian
Columbia Cornell Pa.State

Assistant Librarian X -8,400-10,226 9,2116-13,680
Sr.Asst.Librarian 9,000-12,300 10,584-17,280
Associate Librarian
.Librarian

X

X

-10,000-15,4P7

42,mo-18mo
1.4,544-22,536

16,272-18,432
Senior Librarian X .

Assistant in
Junior Special-Tit

Assistant Specialist
Astociate Specialist
Specialist

Library Associate
Atsistant Curator
Associate Curator
Curator

Librarian
Division LTarariin

U.df Hawaii
6,756-8,868
8,868-11,676
11,232-141772\
14,772- L9,428

New York University
9,500+

X

X k

Michigan State U.
9,000-15,000

12,800-19,400

23. Are librarians promoted by peer.review?
yes = 5, 6, 9,, 15, 17-19, 22
no = 1-3, 7, sy-lo, il, 14, 16, 20
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APPENDIX V ,

PEER REVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

January 23, 1973

Responseg' fr9m.six selected libraries:
Michigan State University

State University of New York, Buffalo
University of California, Berkeley
Universiy of Hawaii
University of Oklahoma
Universty Of Oregon I

1. How long has peer evaluatim been practiced in your library?
ore year i three years = 1 four years = 4

2. Is there a committee of peers who review all of the evaluations?
yes = 5; More than one committee = 3'

3. How large is the committee?
three = 1 five = 3 six = 1 twelve = 1

4. How is the committee chosen?
appointed = 1 electelh= 3 both = 2

5. HOw long do the members of the committee serve?
one year = 2 two years = 1 three years = 2

6. Are all members of the committee professionals?
yes = 6

7. Is the'membership of the committee secret or known?
secret = 1 known = 5

8. Does .the committee review all evaluations or only those for which
promotion or tenure is Jeing considered?
all = 3 other = 3

9. Is tne committee's role that of a decision making authority 4r more
-, of a recommender and consultative body?

recommeAder or advisory = 6

10. Does the head of the library have a veto power over the 5ommittee's
recommendations?
yes = 4 no = 2
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'' 11. Based on your experience, what do you feel are the advantage_ and
disadvantages of your system?

Advantages: additional input, creates good morale, staff
involvement, broader base, parity, fairness, stimulates
professional participation, leash on administration, thorough
review of each case. s

Disadvantages: time consuming, equal pay rather than merit.

12. Is your system for the library closely related to or patterned after
the university's system for evaluating faculty?
yes = 4 no = 1

13. What has been the general response of librarians evaluated under
this system?
favorable = 6

14. After working with a peer evaluation system,would you recommend it
over a traditional hierarchical type of evaluation?
yes = 5 too early to tell = 1 .

15. Approximately how many man-hours are involved in completing the
peer evaluation procedure each year? How many librarians are

*evaluated under this system? How often are librarians evaluated?
72 hours for 28 librarians reviewed twice a year.
300 hours for 18 cases.
600 hours plus study of documentation for 100 librarians.
too many hours for 70 librarians reviewed annually.
no estimate for 60 librarians reviewed annually.
no estimate for 140 librarians reviewed annually.
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APPENDIX VI

LIBRARY ORGANIZATION QUESTIONNAIRE
July 30, 103

Sent to 26libraries; the results are not tabulable.

A. The Library and the University

1. To whom does the library director report within the university?
Has he or she a title other than Library Director or University
Llbrarian, etc:? /

2. 'Which university bodies determine library policy? Who serves on

these bodies?

3. Do any librarians have faculty status? If some, but not all,

librarians have faculty status, what criteria are used to grant
status?

4. How many librarians serve on university committees and
subcommittees? On faculty committees or subcoNttees?

5. What are the chanr.els of communication, both formal and informal,
between librarians and faculty?

B. The Organization of the Library

s1. Number.of professionals on the library staff? Number of

non-professionals on the library staff?

2. What is the organizational structure of the library? Please send

chart or description, if available.

3. Have there been any major changes in the organizational structure
of the library within the last 5 years? If so, please explain.

4. Is there any organization to which all professional librarians
belong? (If answer is "yes"; please send bylaws and/or
description of organization; if "no", omit numbers and 6.)

5. Does this organization have a policy making role in the library?
Please explain.

6. ,What are the officers and committees of this organization? How

are they selected?

A z
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7. Are individual librarians responsible for structuring and
scheduling their own work? Please explain.

8. Does your University recognize a bargaining agent for any or all
your staff?

TO what degree is there staff participation (both professional and
non-professional) in the administration of the library?

10. What channels of communication are used for input in policy
decisions and dissemination of information on policy decisions?'

C. Independent Campus Libraries (please answer if applicable)

1. Which if any libraries on campus dre administratively independent
of the main library system? To whom do the heads of these
libraries report?

2. ,.Are policies and procedures of the independent libraries
consistent with those of the main library system?

3. If there is a campus librarians' organization (B4), do librarians
in the independent libraries belong to the organization?

4. Do librarians in the independent libraries participate in the
administration of their own libraries?

5. What are the channels of communication between these ,libraries and
the main library system? 'Between their librarians and other
campus librarians?



APPENDIX VII

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The libraries at Stanford are organized into seven distinct
administrative structures. These consist of the University Libraries;
the Law Library; the Lane Medical Library; the Libraty of the Hoover
Institution on War, Revolution and Peace; the Food Rese'rch Institute
Library; the J. Hugh Jackson' Library of Business; and tH§..Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) Library. Each unit reports directly to

a different University officer (54). The University Library Council and

the Acquisitions Council provide policy coordination. Overall -

assessment of the general health and direction of library development is
provided by the Visiting Committee of the Stanford University Libraries,
which makes recommendarions to the President of the University.

These administrative structures have evolved because autonomy was
encouraged in the development of specialized resources and their
utilization. A brief description and history of the administrative
development of the libraries at Stanford and the place of librarians in
the University is necessary in order to understand the present

situation.

THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

ti

The University (thrones consists of the Main Library with its
numerous branches (55). The Director of Libraries reports directly to

the Provost. In addition, the Committee onj.ibraries of the Academic
Council assists in the determination of policy of the Libraries (56).

When instruction began at Stanford in 1891, the colOpction in the .

University Libraries consisted of only 3,000 volumes, housed in one room

54) See Table 9.

55) The branches are the Art and Architecture Library, Swain-Chemistry
Library, Computer Sc'iencec Library, Cubberiey Education Library, Branner
Earth Sciences Library, Engineering Library, Falconer Biology Library,
Mathematical Sciences Library, Music Library, and Physics Library.

56) Although the Committee on Libraries is charged with the
formulation of "policies concerning the character and use of the entire
library collections of tne University," it traditionally exercises this
rcsponcibility with respect only to the University Libraries. See

Charge to the Committee on Libraries, Stanford, Senate of the Academic

Council, 1971.
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in the Quadrangle. Despite the financial stringency following Leland
Stanford's death in 1893, the library grew rapidly through the extensive
collections received from Timothy Hopkins, Thomas Welton Stanford
(Leland's brother), and'the first University President, David Starr

Jordan. Within a short time, the original quarters were overcrowded,
and departments were encouraged to maintain collections related to their

disciplines consisting of books on extended loan fromthe library.
These collections were further augmented by departmental funds.

In 1901 the central collection was moved to the new, but already' too

small, Thomas Welton Stanford Library, the current location of the Law

School. A new library was begun on the present site of 'the Jackson
School of Business, but before it could be occupied,.it was destroyed by

the 1906'earthquake. The excessively crowded conditions persisted until

the opening of the present Main Library in 1919. However, the pattern

of departmental collections financed by departmental funds was so firmlk
established that it continued.

Conflicts were inevitable in a system in which the University
Librarian was responsible for the library collections while departments
purchased their own books and, in some cases, hired their own

librarians. By 1924 lithe title of the Librarian was changed from
Librariaq to Director of UniverSity Libraries. This was deemed

desirabl6 because of the growing importance of such collections as the

Lane Medical Library, Hoover War Library, Branner Geological Library,

and the Law Library, each with its librarian" (57). The next year the

Director's responsibilities were further defined: "The recommendation

from the Academic Council that Chapter IX, page 18, of the Articlesof
Organization ofthe Faculty be amended by adding the following clause,

was approved: Section 4: Librarians orturators of departmentalor
special libraries employed primarily for the care and administration of

such libraries shall be nominated for appointment by the-Director of Lhe

'University Libraries"and shall be under his general supervision and

control" (58).

The splintering of the libraries'was an indication of major

administrative problems which had become so acute by 1946 that the

American Library Association was asked to survey the situation. Louis

Round Wilson and Raynard C. Swank undertook the study and concludid that

"the present central library dministration was found to be too weak to

serve adequately the interest of all instructional and research

departments" (59). They rec nded that all units be placed under the

57) Stanford University. Annual Report of the President. (Stanford:

1924), p.12.

58) Ibid., 1925, p..55.

59) Wilson, Louis R., and Raynard C. Swank. Report of a Survey of the

Library Stanford University for Stanford University, November
1946-March 1947. (Chicago: American Library Association, 1947), p.207.

Hereafter referred to as Wilson/Swank.

//
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administration of a strengthened Director of Unirsity LibraV.ies. The

decentralization of library funding, a major asilect of the fragmentation
'of the libraries, was also criticized. They recommended that .

centralized aco.o6libg within the University.Libraries be established
for all libraries.

As a result of that study, a major reorganization of the libraries was
undertaken in 1947/48. While many of the recommendations were

. implemented, a choice between full integration with the University
Libraries or continued autonomy as given to the separately maintaired
libraries. Business, Law, Food Research Institute, and Hoover
Institution chose autonomy, as did Lane Medical Library when it moved to
campus.

,

. 'New administratively autonomous Collections which have emerged in the
ensuing years have not been a result of splintering, but rather of'the
process of creation. The .-LAC_Liibrary is the most apparent example in
which a collection' employing librarians for its maintenance was created
for a specific project and has grown with that project. Collections
which are outside theToordinate or University (Libraries systems include
the Art Department's Slide Library, the Education and Research
Development collection, the ERIC Clearinghouse, the Engineering
Department's Energy Information Center, and about 40 seminar, ek
laboratory, and office collections:

COORDINATE LIBRARIES

The Coordinate Libraries encompass the remaining ai :tonomously
administered libraries (60). The Law Li6rary is the oldest coordinate
library; in 1901 the University Librarian's Annual Report stated that
the "Law Library now occupies a separate building from the University
Library and is to all intents and purposesseparatelyinanaged, though
ynder the general care of the, University Librarian! (61). By 1946, just

before achieving full autonomy, the Law Library had a staff of one
professional; one clerical, and seven students. Its funds were under

the control of the Dean of the Law School, although the Law Librarian
reported to the Director of University.Libraries (62).

In 1910 the Cooper Medical School and the Lane Medical Library in San
Francisco became.a part of Stanford University. The library, which

contained 35,000 volumes and had an ample endowment, was to be
administered by the Librarian of the University in consultation with the

60) Thecterm Coordinate Library was devised in 1970 by David C. .

Weber, Director of University Libraries, to deAribe thoy libraries
with separate administrations.

51) Stanford University. University Librtrian Annual Report.

(Stanford: 1901), p.6.

6'2) Stanford University. University Libraries. Annual Report of the

Dire:tor. (Stanford: 1947)
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Faculty of the Medical School. This relationship.continued until the
move to Stanford in the 1960's (63), when the Lane Medical Library
separated from the University Libraries administration and the Lane
librarian assumed administrative control while continuing to consult

with the Medical School Faculty.

In November, 1921, the Hoover War Library was establishet with a
nucleus collection donated to the University by Herbert Hoover. Its

charter specified that the Dir6ctors of Hoover Institution were to be
concerned with its library's policy. Initially housed.on the first
floor of the Main Library, it did not have its own quarters until 1941.
In September, 1946, the total administrative responsibility of the
library passed to the Directorsof the Institution.(64). The Hoover

Institution's 'growth through the 1960's paralleled the University's.

TheToodResearch, Institute was also created in November, 1921. Its

library was separately maintained until 1933. when the Directors of the

Institute asked the University Libraries to administer.it. This

arrangement continued until 1947, when the Food Research Institute

Library became quasi-autonomous. The library was separately
administered under the Institute, while the University Libraries agreed
to continue to order and process its materials.'

In 1925, the Graduate School of Business was established. It was very

successful in acquiring operating monies and developed its own library.
Although the library was responsible for its own administration,
acquisitions, and staff, its cataloging was done by the University
Libraries for a fee of 10% of the cost of each item processed. When the

new J. Hugh Jackson-Library of Business opened in 1966, it began
cataloging its own acquisitions. 1

In 1956, SLAC opened under thii operation of the Atomic, Energy

Commission. The library ,grew milch the same, way as other autonomous

63) The Medical School housing the Lane Medical Library opened on the
Stanford campus in 1963. Cf. Stanford University. University
Libraries. Annual Report of the Director. (Stanford: 1964).

64) "The administrative organization of the Institution and its
relation to the University are set forth in a Stanford Board of Trustees

resolution adopted/in May, 1959. The resolution states that the

Institution is 'an independent Institution within the frame of Stanford

University ... The Director shall be responsible through the PreSident
of the University, to the Trustees for: a. recommending appointments

to and supervising ,the staff of the Institution; b. directing and
supervising the library functions of the Institution, which include
acquisitions, processing and cataloging, use and security of the
collections and reference materials; c. directing and supervising the
research"and publication program of the Institution; d. preparing and
administrating the annual budget of the InstitutiOn.'" Stanford

University. Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace. Hoover

Institution on War, Revolution and Peace. (Stanford, 1963) p.12.
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libraries within the University structure: a few shelves of pertinent
books purchased with project funds expanded into a full-scale library
with a separate administrgion under SLAC. By the mid-1960's, the
library had outgrown its original quarters and had moved into its
present building (65). .

LIBRARIANS

The professional staff of the libraries has grown from one librarian
in 1891 (Edwin Hamlin Woodruff) to around 1511.in 1975. There was no
well developed classification scheme nor-appointment criteria for
librarians in the early years of the library system. Consequently, by
1946 Wilson and Swank reported that the staff of the libraries
"regardless of qualification or type of work, are generally viewed as
belonging in the same category. The result is that work of a truly
professional character is not always recognized or rewarded as such"
(66). In general, too, they found that departmental librarians were
involved in much nonprofessional work. "A divisional librarian," they
said in their observations on the Biological Science Library, "according
to the plan proposed in this report, should not be confined to desk duty
in any library but should have time for consultation with the faculty,
the staffs of the various departmental libraries in his charge, and the
Main Library staff, and for work in whatever unit demands his services
from day to day" (67).

The Wilson/Swank report recommended that a ranking and pay scale be
established which appropriately distinguished between professional an
clerical positions. As a result of the report, librarians were
classified as Librarian, Senior Librarian, Principal Librarian, and
Chief Librarian, with Jeistinctions in rank based upon degree of
administrative responsibility. In 1959 these titles were replaced with
the current numerical ranking system, Librarian I through IV. Ten years
later, in response to the complaint that the criteria for promotion had
become vague, a committee of SULA was established Weview the system
and recommended that administrative responsibility should not be the
sole criterion for promotion, but that subject competence should also be
a significant consideration.

Another problem of mutual concern to librarians was their status in
the University community. As measured by Academic Council membership,
their status has fluctuated considerably over the years. Initially,
only the University Librarian was a member. At the meeting of the
Academic Council on Apri( 23, 1920, a resolution was'passed "that
members of the Library Staff be given classification and such status on

65) Stanford University. University Libraries. Annual Report of the
Director. (Stanford: 1964) refers to SLAC Library's new building.

661 Wilson/Swank, p.134.

67) Ibid., p.125.

HP.
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the Academic Staff as their salaries may justify" (68). This was later

clarified when the Academic Council determined "that members of the
Library Staff receiving the salary of an Assistant Professor, and who
have been for three years on a salary of $1,800 or more, be made memberA
of the Academic Council" (68). The three year period was identical with

the faculty requirement, or CounCil membership. In 1945 the Academic

Council dropped all librarians, except the Director of Libraries, from
membership. However, librarians continued as members of the University
Staff, with the status of academic personnel (70). In 1970, when the

Academic Council reviewed its qualifications for membership, it
recommended that the consideration of librarians be delayed until the
nature of their jobs could be more fully determined. In 1974,the .

Committee on the Professoriate also reviewed qualifications for
admission to the Academic Council and proposed a more restrictive
membership.

SULA was formed in September, 1969, in order to-increase participation
inTrofessional matters and to facilitate more effective communication
among librarians in the University Libraries and the Coordinate

Libraries. Its membership consists of any dues-paying Stanford
librarian, curator, or library intern. Its purposes are to:

a. present topics of interest to the profession of librarianship at
Stanford, and in general

b. enhance communication among librarians at Stanford,

c. promote a better understanding of the role of the libraries at

Stanford University, and
d. provide a forum for-discussion of matters of common concern to

Stanford librarians (71).

While it has significantly contributed to communicati'on among Stanford
librarians and has developed several excellent reviews of.specific
aspects of librarianship'at Stanford (notably a draft statement on

security of employment and a revised classification system), it has not
been very effective beduse of the lack of administrative support among
the librarics.

68) Stanford University. President. Annual Report. (Stanford:

1920), p.46.

68) Ibid 1925, p.54.

70) Wilson/Swank, p.141.

71) Stanford University Librarians Association. Constitution.

(Stanford: 1969).
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APPENDIX VIII

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are repeated from the body of the text.
For ease of reference, the heading of the section in which each appeared
follows the recommendation.

RECOMMENDATION 1 (II) ,/

A Librarians' Assembly should be created whiCli would automatically
include in its membership all professionals employed at Stanford in the
Librarian or Library Director series. Other professional
classifications in the libraries may be admitted as members of the
Assembly upon recommendation ants Executive Board anJ approval by the
Assembly.

I. PURPOSES OF THE ASSEMBLY:
A. To increase communication among librarians of the University.
R. To provide a forum for discussion and exploration of issues

of concern to librarians..

C. To provide all librarians in the various libraries of the
Uniyersity with a regular and effective means of
participating it the formulation of policies and procedures
which affect the role and recognition of librarians. .

D: To discuss and make recommendations in the following areas to
the chief administrative officers of the libraries of the

University:
1. Appointments, promotions, grievances, and security of

employment.
2. Librarians' welfare and development.
3. Library policy and plannivg.
4. Selection and development of collections.
5. Public services.

6. Technical services.
E. To, represent the library to .the Academic Council of the

University in orsir that librarians may participate more
actively io the governance of the University.

II. EXECUTIVE BOARD:

A. The Executive Board of the Librarians' Assembly should be
elected by the Assembly.

B. All members of the Executive Board should be elected for
two-year terms with one-half of tne Board elected for a
oone-year termwhen the Assembly is hegun.

C. Sao one in the Library Director series"should be eligible for
Mection to the Board.

eto
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D. The Executive Board should include mandatory representation
of librarians from the Coordinate Libraries.

E. Functions of the Executive Board:
To call and conduct meetings of the Assembly.

2. To set the agenda for the meetings of the Atsembly.
3. To establishad hoc committees and appoint members to both

standing and ad hoc committees.
4. To serve as an advisory boai'd to the Director of Libraries

and the chief administrative officers of the Coordinate
Libraries. All Assembly and committee recommendations
should be transmitted to the Director of Libraries and
chief administrative officers through the Executive Board.

5. To propose and develop bylaws.
F. The Executive Board should meet at least once a month and

conduct the business of the Assembly between its general
. meetings.

III. FUNDING:

Thy University Libraries and the Coordinate Libraries should
cover basic and necessary operating expenses of the Assembly on a
proportional basis. Members should not be required to pay dues,
and all meetings and Assembly business could be tonducted on
library time.,

IV. MEETINGS:
A. The Librarians' Assembly should meet at least once every

quarter. Specia,1 meetings should IA called by the Executive
Board, or as a result of a petition signed by 25% of the
Assembly, or at the request of the University Library
Council.

` 'B. The Director of University Libraries and the chief
administrative officers of. the Coordinate Libraries should
annually report to the Assembly on the state of the
libraries.

C. The Executive Board should submit a written agenda for the
general meetings of the Librarians' Assembly to the
membership at least two we. king days in advance of the
meeting.

V. COMMITTEES:
A. The,Assembly should establish the following standing'

committees:

1. Th(Committee on Appointment, Promotion, and Security of
. Employment should participate in the selection and

appointment process for librarians, and establish and
administer a peer review system for promotions and for
security of employment.

2. The Committee on Professional Development should be
concerned with coordination of staff development actiNities
among all the campus libraries. This committee should
devise a uniform policy of staff development for
professionals, disseminee information on staff
development, and make recommendations on requests for
professional leaves and travel funds.

4
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3. The Commttte on Public and Technical Services should
revieW on a egular basis the utilization of staff, and
the goals and objectives of public and technical service
units, recommending improvement of services based upon this
review; and coordinate public and technical service
activities of the-campus libraries.

4. The Committee on Library Instruction should supervise and
coordinate an effective program of library instruction for
all of Stanford's libraries.

5. The Commi-ttee on Committees should review the standing ,

)

committees ea h year, consider recommendations for new
standing comm ttees, and propose appointments to
committees.

B. The Assembly,may recommend the creation of special and ad hoc
committees to the Executive Board. These recommendations
should be referred to the Committee on Committees.

VI. POWERS OF THE ASSEMBLY:
All recommendations oftheAssembly should be considered
advisory, .The final power to change policies and procedures
remains with the University and the library administrations. It

is the intention of the CommissiOn that the Assembly encourage
active participation of all librarians in the decision making
processes of the libraries in order to give them a voice in.the
determination of policies which affect their role as
professionals.

RECOMMENDATIONi (III.D)

A coherent and logical:!y organized program of library instruction
should be developed by tile Stanford University Libraries and the
Coordinate Libraries. This program should be supervised and coordinated
by a Library Instruction Committee representative of all the major
library units. Obrary I should be continued and vigorously promoted,
and instructors should be drawn from all interested and qualified
librarians. The Present involvement of librarians in departmental
teaching programs should also be actively encouraged. For librarians
solely responsible for teaching a course, a minimum of 25% of their work
load should be allocated to this important effort. Apportionate time

should be allocated for team teaching. The ideal should be a broad
'range of instructional assignments, methods-, and materials to insure the
most effective utilization df the library's resources by its patrons.

RECOMMENDATION 3 (III.F)

Given the complex nature of Stanford's libraries, good management is
esswitial for the effective functioning of the production-oriented
library operations and for the facilitation of the proper'role of
profesionals. To promote good management practices, the Commission
recommends the following:

1. Every effort should be made to increase responsible staff
involvement in decision making and to institute participatory
management throughout the libraries. Participatory management, as
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envisioned by the Commission, would include the following
elements:

a. Decisions should be.made at the level of responsibility-whenever
-possible.

b. Input, ideas,- opinions, and feedback from the staff should be
sought whenever maior new policies, changes, reorganizations, or-
plans are contemplated. Major decisions (e.g., procedural
cbanges and new policies) should be made-after consultation with
those affected, rather than by mandate from the top.

c. On major policies affecting the role or-status of librarians,
the Executive Board of the Librarians' Assembly should serve as
an advisory group to assure that the professional aspects and
implications of the policy are presented and taken into
consideration.

2. For the most effective utilization Of personnel, all areas not
involving professional_dudgment and decision making should be the
province of the support staff. To assure and reward excellence
among the support stitff, paraprofessional positions should be
provided for areas requiring highly competent performance and the
assumption of substantial responsibilities. The,Commission
recommends that each major library-unit establish its own ad hoc
committee to determine the most effective ratio of support staff
to professional staff in each library. .Each committee should be
composed of members from the units concerned, including
librarians, support staff, and administration.

3. In order to develop and effectively utilize supervisory and .

managerial skills, the libraries should inaugurate'a continuity,
management training program. This program, administered by the
Library Personnel Office for all the libraries and with the advice
of the Professional Developmen ommittee of the Librarians'
Assembly,'should'comprise the f Ilowing elements:

a. In-house "local.situation" wo kshops dealing with Library and
University forms, regulations, procedures, and policies should
be offered on a regular 'basis to staff members with supervisory
responsibilities. Additional workshops should bOlorganized to

- cover special situations such as major changes in library or
University policies.

b. 'Management training, supported by the University's Staff
Training Assistance Program funds or by library monies set aside
for this purposb, should be more actively encouraged for-any
staff member seriously considering a supervisory or-managerial
career in the libraries.

c, Management training should be mandatory for staff members in
positions requiring substantial managerial skills. These

-positions include department heads, assistant department heads,
branch librarians, division heads, and supervisors of three or
more full time equivalent employees.

4. A hierarchy is not the only viable form of organization for
libraries and, in fact,.some units could function more effectively
with (and librarians themselves could benefit from) a more
collegial' type of organization. Therefore, the Commission
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recommends that at Least one department or library experiment with
a collegial arrangement for the next three to five years. Under a
collegial arrangement (a form.of organization commonly used in
academic departments) decisions are made by a group of peers
headed by an elected chairperson: In the library the peer group-
should comprise allprofessionals in a particular unit. The
individual selected as chairperson should be paid an

, administrative stipend for the length oftime in that position.
This arrangement should not preclude participation by support
staff in the management of the unit. It should, however,
encourage involvement and the sharing Of administrative duties and
responsibilities among the professional staff.

RECOMMENDATION 4 (IV.A.1)

The Commission recommends the following criteria for appointment to
the Librarian series:

1. _ Librarian (Beginning or Librarian I). An MLS from an American
Library Association accredited library school or equivalent
library training. Reading knowledge of at least one but.
preferably two fpreign languages. Graduate work, master's_ degree
or doCtorate in /a related subject field is highly desirable.

2. Librarian (other than beginning). Meet the requirements of
beginning librarian in addition to demonstrated competence in
previous professional position(s), outstanding recommendations and
involvement in professional organizations and activities.

The Commission recommends the following criteria for appointment to
library administrative Lrd management positiOns .(Assistant Department.
Chief and above):

1. Must have had some formal management training or agree to complete
at least one management course during tne first year of
employment.

2. Should nave demonstrated or potential administrative, managerial,
or supervisory abirkties.

3. Should have an MLS degree or enough ,experience in library work to .

understand library operations, relationships, and terminology.

. Those ..not meeting the criteria for appointment to beginning Librarian
should not be given the title or rank of Librarian nor should they be
responsible for performance appraisals of librarians.

RECOMMENDATION 5 (IV.A.2)

er.
C r Since tilkarians classed above Librarian I are appointed as the result

of riatioilaF or 'international searches and extensive interviewing, the
appointment should appropriately '0 via the Provost and be confirmed by
the Board of Trustees. A document of appointment should be signed by
the Secretary to the Board of Trustees, giving the term of appointment
and the title or classification of the librarian as an "academic
officer" of th@ University. This form of appointment would help
substantially to remove the implication that librarians serve in a
subordinate position, rather than in a professional one. A form of
appointment that is essentially the same as the faculty's would
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recognize the status and function of the librarian as an academid
colleague of the faculty.

RECOMMENDATION 6 (IV.A.3)

4 After studying alternative classifications, the Commission concluded
that the present system, adequately defined, would properly fulfill the
requirements of an effective classif*ation with a minimum of
disruption. In general, the propose4 system is designed to provide all
librarians with the opportunity to advance into the highest
classification through increased professional competence.

adk
LIBRARIAN I. The beginning professional level.
CRITERIA FOR APPOINTMENT: The criteria stated in Section IV.A.1,

above, should be met. No experience is required, and appointees to this
rank will have no more than three years of professional experience.

YEARS IN RANK: The librarian can expect to remain in this grade an
average of two years and a maximum ofhreb years. No librarian shall
begin a third year in this rank without a clear undOmtandifly of the
level of achievement expected in order to be promoted to the next rank.
If not promoted at the end of three years, the librarian will be given
six months' notice and will be expected to leave the service of the
library.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS CLASSIFIED IN THIS RANK: Performs a

variety of professional duties under careful supervision in preparation
for more independent responsibility. Ideally, incumbents in this grade
would acquire experience through rotating ac,signments in acquisitions,
cataloging, public service, and administration.

The following ranks are all career grades and alibrarian may remain
in any one indefinitely. However, promotion from Librarian II to
Librarian IV should normally occur in ten years.

LIBRARIAN II. The first career grade in the Librarian series.
CRITERIA FOR APPOINTMENT: In addition td. the' criteria stated in

Section IV.A.1, above, the following, is desirable: equivalent rank in
the previous position or a'minimum of two years of professional
experience. Advanced degrees relevant to the job assignment can fulfill
a part of the years of experience criterion.

YEARS IN RANK: The librarian can expect to remain in this rank a
minimumof two years or an average of five years before' promotion.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS CLASSIFIED IN THIS RANK: Majority of
duties are performed ihdependently,. Some managdment of other
professionals can be expected. This rank involves subject
specialization as well as application of professional library
procedures.

LIBRARIAN III. The second career grade in the Librarian series.
CRITERIA FOR APPOINTMENT: In addition to the criteria stated in

Section IV.A.1, above, the following is desirable: equivalent ranke.in
the previous position or a minimum of four years of professional
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experience. Advanced degrees relevant to the job assignment can fulfill
a part of the years of experience criterion.

YEARS.IN RANK: The librarian can expect to remain in this rank a
minimum of two years or an average of five years before promotion.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS CLASSIFIED IN THIS RANK: Performs complex
professional duties with independence. Does original cataloging and
classification of difficult material, engages in advanced reference work
which involves consultation with facu1lty, or performs specialized
services (e.g., as instructor or curator), administers a division of the
library, manages a branch library, assists chief of a department.

LIBRAPIAN IV. The final career grade in the Librarian series.
CRITERIA FOR APPOINTMENT: In addition to the uiteria stated in

Section IV.A.1, above, the following is desirable: a master's or higher
degree in a subject field, and equivalent rank in the previous position
or a minimum of six years of professional experience. Advanced degrees
relevant to the job assignment can fulfill a part of the years of -

experience criterion.
YEARS IN RANK: The librarian --- expect to remain in this rank

permanently.
CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS CLAS_FIED IN THIS RANK: Makes unique

professional contributions (e.g., evidences expertise in the resources
of a specialized subject, form, language, or geographic area), does
complex analytical work on procedures for major aspects of a library's
operation, or has substantial administrative responsibilities (e.g.,
administers a department of a library).

RECOMMENDATION 7 (IV.A.4)

The Commission recommend:::

1. That the Stanford librarians' market be defined as university,
college, and research libraries in the San Francisco Bay Area.
finis li!t should include libraries in the University of
California system, the California State Universities and Colleges
system, the various community colleges, and special libraries.
Stanford competes with these libraries for qualified profqpsional
staff, and positions in these libraries are similar in scol)e and
requirements to positions at Stanford. Also, the cost-of-living
factors in the Bay Area are comparable. The high-market position
would include most government libraries, i.e., federal, state,
and metropolitan area public libraries.

2. That Stanford University librarians' salaries be upgraded to th4
level of comparable professional salaries in this area: 30%
increase across the board retroactive' to September 1, 1974.

3. That the libraries of Stanford University aim for a mid-market
salary position and that an overall percentage increase be made
annually to compensate for market factors. .

4. That the present compensation system be replaced by a published

structure.

.1 8
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5. That librarians be assigned as follows to the C-Ranges: LI-LIV
.to the C-6 through C -9 ranges.

6. That the new structure allow for higher salaries when promotion
occurs or additional responsibilities are assumed, in addition
to the expected annual merit increase.

7. That the new structure place librarians inen equitable salary
position to the San Francisco Bay Area market and to other
professionals at Stanford with comparable requirements and

.contributions.

RECOMMENDATION 8 (IV.A.5).

1. The Commission recommends flexible work scheduling for librarians,
whenever it is compatible with the basic daily operationS of the
library. It does so in the, conviction that not only is this
measure of independence inseparable from professional status but
that its implementation will proMote higher morale and improve
library efficiency.

2. Overcrowding can be alleviated to some extent by flexible time
scheduling, which would decrease the number of people in an office
at any given time. It would also allow work requiring
concentration to be done in a place other than the library.

3. Even with the present limited space, improvements can be made.
Plans for new library buildings must include greater consideration
of staff space needs in terms of both quantity and quality.

a. Librarians should have access to their work areas whenever the
library building is opeh. Keys should be available for
check-out at public service desks by those who have not been
issued their own.

b. Present work space should be examined to determine the need for
and feasibility of providing partitions around desks,
particularly in very large work areas.

c. A number of study carrels should be available for use by
librarians.

d. In dealing with the University concerning space assignments, the
libraries should strongly express and support, the need for
appropriate and adequate office and conference space for

. professional staff.

e. The Librarians' Assembly should be involved in plans for new
library buildings. The ultimate structures will benefit from
the variety of viewpoints and'expertise available among
librarians, resulting in efficient storage of library materials
as well as a congenial environment conducive to professional
work and research.
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RECOMMENDATION 9 (IV.A.6)

To insure that termination of Stanford librarians is for
unsatisfactory performance, and not for reasons such as defending
intellectual freedom, espousing unpopular causes, sustaining
ideological differences, or questioning administrative decisions, a
system of security of employment should be established. To accomplish
this, a committee of the Librarians' Assembly should be formed to write
a detailed document on security of employment that incorporates the
basic elements listed in paragraph two of the citation from Johnson's
Career Status and Tenure in Section IV.A.6. This document should be
based on 1) the Association of College and Research Libraries Model
Statement of Criteria arl Procedures for Appointment, Promotion in
Academic Rank, and Tenure for College and University Librarians and
2) the Stanford University Librarians Association's Security of
Employment statement.

o; RECOMMENDATION 10 (IV.A.7)

A peer review process is deemed important for he development of a
strong collegial Profession; therefore, the Commission recommends that
all Stanford librarians be included in such a process. -

The Committee on Appointmnt, Promotion, and Security of Employment of
the Librarians' Assembly should review all permanent appointments,
promotions and elevations to career status.

The Committee should consist of five members appointed for overlapping
two-year terms by the Executive Board of the Librarians' Assembly in
consultation with the nief administrative officers (e.g., Director,
Librarian) of the participating libraries.

The Committee should make recommendations to the chief administrative
officer of the appropriate library based upon docurfentation supplied by
the supervisor!s) and the librarian being reviewed. The librarian
should be informed of the recommendations made at each level of the
procedure.

AP Documentation should include a written evaluation by the supervisor,
which must occur at intervals of no more than three years nor less than

six months. Within those limits, evaluations should be obligatory for

any of the following reasons:

1. Librarian's request
2. Change in job assignment
3. Change in supervisor
4. Recommendation for promotion Qr elevation to career status

5. Supervisor's request
6. Library administration's request'

The evaluation should be concerned with job performance (751 and
professional development (25%).

"g1
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The review process for promotion should normally be initiated by a
supervisor's recommendation, but librarians should have the option to
request their own promotion review. Elevation to career status should
be considered on a timetable to be devised by tho Librarians' Assembly.

The Committee should have the authority to appoint ad hoc promotion
review committees which would report their findings to the Committee.
The Committee on Appointment, Promotion, and Security of Employment
would judge the qualifications of only the final candidates for
appointment to the Librarian series.

RECOMMENDATION 11 (IV.A.8),

An appeals procedure.should be set up for librarians which would cover
such problems as dissatisfaction over appointmerits,^promotions,

reassignments, security of employment (or career status), and allocation
of travel funds. A committee of peers would hear and judge the appeal
and pass on their judgment to a source outside of the libraries, such as
the Provost's Office. The specific mechanics of the procedure should be
worked out and voted on.by the Librarians' Assembly.

RECOMMENDATION 12 (IV.B)

To insure that professional development opportunities are we J0

publicized and made available to all librarians at Stanford, a Committee
onProfessional Development should be established by the Librarians'
Assembly. This committee would be cdncerned with the coordination and
planning of professional development activities for all campus
libraries.

RECOMMENDATION 13 (IV.B.1)

The existing orientation programs should certainly be continued, but
to insure that all librarians at Stanford, including those in the
Coordinate Libraries, have the opportunity to participate, the Committee
on Professional Development of the Librarians' Assembly should establish
a comprehensive orientation program.

RECOMMENDATION 14 (IV.B.2)

The Commission strongly recommends that the University Libraries
provide a career counseling service for all librarians at Stanford and
that its Personnel Officer have training in this field.

RECOMMENDATION 15 (IV.B.3)

The Commission urges that all University libraries continue to

encourage the development and effectiveness of the staff by providing
funds for appropriate visits and travel for all librarians, and by
increasing the amount of funds allocated for travel reimbursement.

For equitable application of policies regarding travel reimbursement,
the Commisston recommends that the Committee on Professional Development
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of the Librarians' Assembly be responsible for reviewing requests for
travel fund

RECOMMENDATION 16 (IV.B.4)

Professional leave should be made available to all librarians who have
career status and have been at Stanford for a minimum of three years.
They should b encouraged to make use of it, particularly in the early
stages of their careers. A librarian should be eligible for three
months professionel leave at full salary, or six months at half salary,

i at intervals of three years. The leave may be used for research or
innovation in librarianship or in an academic subject area, or otherwise
to pursue a progra df professional development that full time employment
does not permit.

Professional lea e is not free time that comes as a matter of course,
like a vacation. ,here should be a well defined purpose and a written
statement of what the applicant expects to accomplish. Because
increased expertise is a sufficient end in itself, the product of the
leave need not be ai written or published document of any kind.

Application should be made by the librarian through administrative
channels. At leastlthree copies of the proposal and accompanying forms
should be made, onelfor the administration, one for the Committee on
Professional Development of the Librarians' Assembly, and one for the
applicant's records The Committee on Professional Development should
act in an advisory Capacity to the library administration in the
decision making process.

RECOMMENDATION 17 (IV.B.5)

All librarians, regardless of rank, should be encouraged to take
courses, at Stahford or at other institutions, for credit or audit, and
to pursue advanced degrees.

As professionals,' they should be responsible for determining their own
hours of time off for purposes of continuing education.

Assistance, in terms of time and money, should be provided to the
fullest extent possible. Tuition assistance should be available to
librarians taking courses during professional leaves.

Area of study should not be-limited to subjects pertinent to the
individual's present job assignment, but should allow room for growth in
other directions as well.

RECOMMENDATION 18 (IV.C.1)

All librarians who teach formal courses should be given academic title
and rank, at least during their term of appointment. For those
librarians teaching courses not sponsored by an academic department,
ranks and titles could be granted through the Humanities Special
Programs.

144
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RECOMMENDATION 19 (IV.C.2)

In order to facilitate communication, to improve relationships with
the faculty, and to give librarians a more direct voice in the
governance of the University, the Commission recommends that
representation of librarians in the Academic CounCil be increased. To

achieve this an ad hoc committee of the Librarians' Assembly should be
established to work out apiropriate criteria and methods.

RECOMMENDATION 20 ('IV.C.3)

The Commission recommends that the practice of,appointing librarians
to University Committees be continued and increased to give more
librarians this type of opportunity to serve the academic community. In

addition, librarians should be invited to participate fully on the
committees of the Academic Council.

RECOMMENDATION 21 (IV.C.4)

The Commission believes that it is important for librarians to
take the initiative in increasing faculty-librarian contact. One way in

which this could be accomplished is by appointing a librarian
(preferably one with an advanced subject degree) as a selector for each

academic department. The librarian and the faculty could discuss

library needs and problems and communicate any new programs or
specialties which might have an impact on theirMutual areas of
interest. Such dialogue, even in a formal way, would lead to better

understanding and the accomplishment of common goals.

RECOMMENDATIOR)22 (IV,D.1)

The University Affirmative Action Officer, an unbiased source outside
the libraries, should be normally requested to review the situation of

women in all the Stanford University libraries. The Librarians'

Assembly should appoint an ad hoc Committee on Affirmative Action to
investigate the status and problems of librarians who are women and/or
members of minority groups, and this committee should report its
findings and recommendations to the Assembly.

RECOMMENDATION 23 (tV.D.2)

1. The standards and procedures for appointment, promotion, security
of employment, and grievance should be uniformly applied to all
librarians at Stanford regardless of their place of assignment.
The Committee on Appointment, Promotion, and Security of
Employment of the Librarians' Assembly should oversee the uniform
application of this recommendation.

2. Because of the belief that standards are important in assuring
consistency and quOity of service among the libraries, the
Commission recommends that a committee of the LWarians' Assembly
be established (the Committee on Public and Technical Services) .to
propose minimum standards of service.
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3. A formal University interlibrary orientation program, run by the
Librarthns' Assembly, should be established to enable librarians
to learn more about Stanford early in their employment.

4. The Librarians' Assembly; to which all librarians would belong,
'should also further the exchange of information and ideas and
encourage all librarians at Stanford to work together toward
common goals.
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